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Abstract
Fiber based access networks can deliver performance that can support the in­
creasing demands for high speed connections. One of the new technologies that 
has emerged in recent years is Ethernet Passive Optical Networks. The key fea­
tures of this approach are the simplicity of the architecture and compatibility 
with existing Ethernet based local area networks.
To make Ethernet Passive Optical Networks (EPONs) a fully functional part of 
the telecommunication system, support for classes of traffic with different Qual­
ity of Service (QoS) requirements is mandatory. Much research has been done 
on the optimal bandwidth allocation algorithms that would have the capability 
of supporting Differentiated Services (DiffServ) in EPONs.
This thesis proposes that the access control mechanism should be centralized 
and performed by the Optical Line Terminal (OLT). It is shown that this ap­
proach can give greater flexibility to adjust to changing traffic conditions, can 
simplify the structure of the Optical Network Units, and can allow the easy 
adoption of Service Level Agreements.
This thesis introduces a novel EPON simulator that allows testing of various 
types of bandwidth allocation algorithms. It is possible to evaluate the alloca­
tion mechanism under different traffic conditions and with network configura­
tions that closely resemble real systems.
New algorithms are presented based on a paradigm of centralized access con­
trol. Simulation results showed that they offer good performance and support 
for the DiffServ architecture.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
The idea of Passive Optical N etw ork  (PON) w as first conceived nearly 20 years ago 
[1-3] as a response to the problem  of lim ited ban d w id th  available in the local loop 
betw een a custom er and the local exchange. A t the tim e, the quality of optical fibers 
w as im proving. Efficient transm itters and receivers appeared  and it seem ed possible 
to build  an access netw ork that w ould  be based on optical technology. Due to the 
lack of any active units in the light pa th  such as am plifiers, signal regenerators or 
O-E converters, the architecture of the system  w as sim ple and  offered bandw id th  
w as not and still is not possible to achieve by other access m ethods.
However, the initial progress in the developm ent of optical netw orks w as slow ed 
to a halt by economic and technological factors. The In ternet w as not as w idespread 
then as it is now  and custom ers w ere reluctant to pay higher prices for their b road­
band  access. At the time it w as envisaged that narrow  band  Integrated Services Dig­
ital N etw ork (ISDN) access w ould  be sufficient for m ost of the users until 2010 [4] 
w hile a handful of business custom ers w ould  need a tru ly  broadband access. Rapid 
progress in developm ent of different types of the Digital Subscriber Loop (DSL) 
technology and its w idespread adoption  in the nineties w as another factor im peding 
the deploym ent of PONs. As the average transfer rate of 6 M bps could be achieved 
over DSL, the cost of replacing existing copper infrastructure w ith  optical cables w as 
not justified from an economic poin t of view.
In recent years there has been new  interest in the PO N  technology. From the so­
cial point of view  the Internet has becom e phenom enally  popu lar and  the num ber of 
custom ers requiring broadband access and willing to pay for it, is increasing steadily 
despite the slum ps in the global econom y [5]. N ew  services have been developed
1
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such as video on dem and or high definition television, requiring  m ore bandw id th  
than can be provided by DSL or Cable M odem s. Furtherm ore, a grow th in the nu m ­
ber of people requiring broadband  access is forecasted. M uch of the current devel­
opm ent of broadband netw orks based on the optical technology has been achieved 
as a result of an active and stim ulating role of governm ental agencies. These agen­
cies are responsible for im plem enting policies that encourage the developm ent of 
broadband  access netw orks as a w ay to increase com puter literacy rates am ongst 
citizens. This is especially the case in A sian countries, w here the penetration  of 
broadband access is the greatest. The Japanese M inistry of Public M anagem ent es­
tim ates that by M arch 2006 there will be 7.73 m illion households connected to the 
Internet by m eans of optical fiber in Japan. This num ber will be higher than  the 
num ber of custom ers connected via DSL or CATV technologies [5-8].
In Korea, 74% of population  already has a b roadband  connection to the Inter­
net. The m ain telecom m unications com panies are heavily investing in their optical 
infrastructure in order to m aintain  their com petitive edge [5,8-12].
In recent years China has been catching up  w ith  the global leaders. The recent 
forecasts indicate that in the near future, China will take first place in term s of the 
num ber of households w ith a b roadband  connection [13].
Also in Europe, b roadband access in general is getting m ore and m ore attention. 
"eE urope 2005" [14-16] program  w as launched by the European Council in 2002. 
Its agenda was prim arily concerned w ith  prom oting broadband  Internet in m em ber 
countries. A plan of action endorsed by the Council included:
• m ost of the public services w ould  be accessed online (e-governm ent, 
e-learning, e-health);
• an environm ent for e-business w ould  be created;
• the broadband  access w ould be w idespread and available at com petitive 
prices.
Substantial resources w ere allocated und er Fram ew ork Program m e 5 and  6 to spur
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research and  developm ent of b roadband  access and m any projects received consid­
erable levels of funding:
GigaPON Access Network (GIANT)1 The prim ary  objective of GIANT project is 
to study  and  sim ulate netw orks based on the GPON protocol. Partners from 
five universities are participating  in this venture. The total cost of the project 
w as estim ated to be 7.07 m illion euro w ith  3.85 m illion euro funded by the 
European Council.
Next Generation Optical Networks for Broadband European Leadership2 The
goal of NOBEL is to create intelligent and flexible optical netw orks that will 
enable b roadband  services for all. The total project b udget is 24.5 m illion euro 
w ith  13.7 m illion euro of contribution from the European C o u n c il.
M ulti Service Access Everywhere (MUSE)3 The scope of MUSE project is to test 
different types of a b roadband  access for residential subscribers. W ith 27 orga­
nizations involved, the cost of the project is 34 m illion euro w ith  18.6 million 
euro provided by the European Council.
Fiber based access netw orks are also im plem ented on national and regional scales in 
Europe w ithout the support of the European Council. This policy w as successfully 
in troduced in Sw eden w hich becam e a regional leader w ith  broadband access based 
on Fiber-to-the-Hom e (FTTH) technology available to the largest num ber of people 
per 100 inhabitants4. The other Scandinavian countries are closely following the 
leader. Interesting exam ples of the local deploym ent are city ow ned FTTH netw orks 
in R otterdam  and sim ilar one p lanned  in A m sterdam  [5,8,16,17]. Also, in Italy 
FastWeb5 [17] offers "triple-play" services over fiber to its custom ers.
1 http: / / www.alcatel.be/giant
2http:/ / www.ist-nobel.org
3http:/ / www.ist-muse.org
4 h t tp: / / www. oecd. org / s ti / tel ecom
"’http://www.fastweb.ie
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In USA, the m arket is not as strongly regulated  as in Europe and  there is no clear 
governm ent policy on the developm ent of b roadband  access netw orks. Despite this, 
PONs w ere deployed by the local com m unities in around  40 different locations be­
tw een 2001-20026. M oreover, it is envisaged that PO N  access will achieve dom inant 
position in the nearest future due to the popula tion  being m ore d istributed  than  in 
European or A sian countries [18,19].
A nother reason for a grow ing interest in a b roadband  access is the global crisis 
after Septem ber 11th. The b u rst of the "econom y bubble" hit big  telecom m unica­
tions com panies especially hard  and  they w ere forcing them  to revise their business 
strategies. In [20], Paltridge show s that the m ain cause of the crisis w as inflated ex­
pectations about constant dem ands for new  equipm ent. Paltridge points out that 
long haul core netw orks w ere no longer the biggest source of revenue. Instead the 
attention of industry  is shifting tow ards m obile and b roadband  access netw orks, as 
they recorded the fastest rate of grow th and  are seen as a new  prim ary  source of 
revenue.
The last factor is technological in nature. In last tw enty  years huge progress has 
been m ade in the electronics as well as in the optical signal processing dom ain. H igh 
quality optical cables are generally available, efficient light sources and receivers can 
be bought "off the shelf" at reasonable prices. Also electronic circuits are available 
that can m atch the speed of optical devices. The availability of com ponents m akes 
build ing a PON system  not as costly as it used to be. N ew  business m odels [21,22] 
show ed that PON system s could m ake better revenue than DSL or Cable systems.
1.1 Motivation
In recent years a noticeable change occurred in the netw orking paradigm . Plain data 
oriented services are no longer sufficient as m odem  applications such as Voice over 
IP (VoIP) and Video on D em and (VoD) [23,24] have stronger traffic requirem ents
6http: /  /  w w w .p o n fo ru m .o rg /m ark e t/tr ia ls .a sp
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and dem and better QoS than  any other service based on the Internet Protocol (IP) 
architecture.
M any see netw orks w ith  a variable level of support offered to different classes 
of traffic as a w ay forw ard and m uch research has been done on the optim al archi­
tecture of future IP netw orks. Specification of the Differentiated Services (DiffServ) 
netw ork  fram ew ork [25,26] has unified and  further spurred  these activities.
Enabling PONs to be a pa rt of the DiffServ fram ew ork is essential. As an access 
po in t to the Internet, EPON has to be responsible for m aking sure that Service Level 
A greem ents (SLAs) are obeyed, hence there is a need for efficient adm ission control 
and  bandw id th  allocation algorithm s.
1.2 Thesis Contribution
In this thesis the idea of a centralized approach to bandw id th  allocation problem  
in EPON is advocated. The architecture of the PON clearly m akes the Optical Line 
Terminal (OLT) the m ost im portant p a rt of the dom ain. M oreover, it is the only 
entity that has know ledge about the status of all other units. Despite this fact m ost of 
algorithm s published in literature are based on a d istribu ted  approach. The prim ary 
objective of this thesis w as to design a fram ew ork that w ould  facilitate deploym ent 
of DiffServ-aware bandw id th  allocation algorithm s in EPONs.
• The first m ain contribution of this thesis is to dem onstrate that a centralized 
approach allows for efficient creation, m aintenance and enforcem ent of SLAs 
and at the sam e time offers perform ance com parable to current solutions. H igh­
lighted are necessary extensions to the M ulti-Point Control Protocol (MPCP) 
used to facilitate the adoption of centralized bandw id th  allocation.
• A Cyclic Polling w ith  A daptive Polling Cycle schem e is show n in an EPON 
w ith a centralized bandw id th  allocation architecture. This new  scheme allows 
for m ore flexible approach to calculating the length of the polling cycle which
5
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results in sm aller average delays and  better bandw id th  utilization. To show  
the flexibility of the new  approach, a new  m echanism  of G rant M ultiplexing 
is in troduced. The adoption of the G rant M ultiplexing scheme considerably 
reduces the jitter experienced by high priority  packets.
• The next m ain contribution of this dissertation is tw o dynam ic bandw id th  allo­
cation algorithm s based on a centralized approach. Their behavior and  perfor­
m ance were tested und er various traffic conditions in system s w ith  different 
configurations.
• A nother contribution is a new  custom ized EPON simulator. This tool is opti­
m ized to speed up  the process of developm ent of bandw id th  allocation algori­
thm s and to test their perform ance in different situations. A fully functional 
sim ulator is im plem ented in C++, as high perform ance is crucial. It is possi­
ble to port the application 's code to different operating system s as only w idely 
available libraries were used.
1.3 Thesis Overview
In this thesis some new  contributions are proposed that could im prove the level of
support for classes of traffic w ith  different QoS requirem ents in EPONs. The outline
of the thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 The architecture of PONs is sum m arized and different flavors of PONs 
are presented. The basics of the bandw id th  allocation process are described. 
Also some physical properties of the PON system  are m entioned that p u t con­
straints on its perform ance.
Chapter 3 In this chapter the architecture of EPON is presented in greater detail, 
along w ith  in-depth review of current research.
Chapter 4 The contents of this chapter are dedicated to in troducing in greater de­
tail the concept of centralized bandw id th  allocation. The m odifications to the
C H A P T E R ! INTRODUCTION
MPCP are presented, as well as new  Cyclic Polling w ith  A daptive Polling Cy­
cle scheme. Furtherm ore, the G ant M ultiplexing schem e is in troduced to show  
the flexibility of a centralized approach.
Chapter 5 In this chapter the ban d w id th  allocation algorithm s are described and  
their behavior is explained in detail.
Chapter 6 The perform ance of EPONs w ith  algorithm s in troduced in the previous 
chapter w as tested on the custom  built simulator. In C hap ter 6 the architecture 
of this p rogram  is explained, the analytical m odel used  to validate the ou tpu t 
is described and the results of som e experim ents are com pared w ith  the m odel.
Chapter 7 This chapter contains the results of extensive sim ulation experim ents de­
signed to show  the perform ance of proposed algorithm s in different situations. 
The detailed discussion and d raw n  conclusions are included.
Chapter 8 In the last chapter the final conclusions are draw n.
7
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Passive Optical Networks
A short in troduction to the PON architecture is presented  in this chapter. Differ­
ent types of PONs based on different underly ing protocols are outlined. Also some 
physical properties of the system  are m entioned w hich have im pact on the b an d ­
w id th  allocation process and w hich m ust be taken into account during  the design 
and testing of the new  bandw id th  allocation algorithm s.
2.1 Introduction
The PON is a technology that gives a custom er truly  broadband access to the In­
ternet. C ontrary to existing access m ethods w hich utilize the properties of copper 
links or radiow aves, PONs try  to exploit the properties of optical fiber. The unique 
properties of the fiber provide PONs w ith  num erous advantages over other m eans 
of access in the "last-m ile" area.
• M uch higher transfer rates over longer distances are achievable. In the cur­
rent specifications, rates over 60 M bps can be offered to 32 custom ers over a 
distance of 20 kilometers.
• The core of the netw ork is transparen t to the signal, w hich m akes deploying 
new  services or protocols easier.
• The cost of netw ork m aintenance is considerably low er in com parison to the 
existing copper infrastructure. Complex active elem ents placed in cabinets 
near custom er's prem ises and requiring an independen t source of pow er and
8
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laborious supervision can be replaced w ith  sm all and reliable passive splitters 
located at the splice tray.
• In com parison w ith  the Point-to-Point access, the PON architecture m inim izes 
the num ber of resources needed in the local exchange and in the local loop, 
and  the total cost of the equipm ent is shared am ongst m ore custom ers.
G iven those features, the PO N  w as first envisaged as a technology that w ould  
provide access to the cabinet and  from there the signal w ould  be d istributed  using 
copper cables [3]. The Time Division M ultiplexing Access (TDMA) approach w as 
used to m ultiplex stream s from  different custom ers and such an approach w as m ore 
than  sufficient for Plain Old Telephony Services (POTS).
W ith the advent of broadband, data oriented services and A synchronous Trans­
fer M ode (ATM) protocol, the PON w as envisaged as a technology that could enable 
a truly high speed access to the backbone netw ork [27,28]. However, it w as not until 
late nineties that the first standard  describing PONs w as released. In the last three 
years new  interest in PON architecture has been observed as a result of grow ing 
popularity  and  accessibility of the Internet.
2.2 The PON Standards Overview
The existing PON standards are the results of efforts of tw o different groups of 
netw ork providers and  equipm ent vendors. The standards represent the different 
views and attitudes of these groups tow ards the problem  and the possible future of 
the telecom m unication m arket.
2.2.1 Broadband PON Standard
The Broadband Passive Optical N etw ork (BPON) [29] standard  w as introduced first. 
In 1999, it w as accepted by the International Telecom m unications Union (ITU). The 
standard  w as endorsed by a num ber of netw ork providers and  equipm ent vendors
9
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w hich cooperated together in the Full Service N etw ork Access (FSA N )1 group. The 
FSAN group proposed that the ATM protocol should be used  to carry user data, 
hence som etim es access netw orks based on this standard  are referred to as APONs 
[30,31].
The architecture of the BPON is very flexible and adap ts well to different scenar­
ios. The underly ing ATM protocol provides support for different types of service 
by m eans of adaptation  layers. The small size of ATM cells and the use of v irtual 
channels and links allow the allocation of available bandw id th  to end users w ith  a 
fine granularity. M oreover, the deploym ent of ATM in a backbone of m etropolitan 
netw orks and easy m apping into SDH /SO N ET containers allow the use of only one 
protocol from one end user to another.
Yet, the advantages of ATM proved to be the m ain obstacle in deploym ent of 
BPON and despite m any field trails [32-34] BPON did not gain m uch popu lar­
ity. The complexity of the ATM protocol m ade it difficult to im plem ent and in 
m any cases superfluous. The m uch simpler, data only oriented E thernet protocol 
found a w idespread use in local area netw orks and started to replace ATM in m any 
m etropolitan area and backbone networks.
2.2.2 Gigabit PON Standard
Progress in the technology, need for larger bandw id ths and the unquestionable com ­
plexity of ATM forced the FSAN group to revise their approach. As a result a new  
standard  called Gigabit Passive Optical N etw ork (GPON) [35] w as released and 
adopted  by the ITU in 2003.
The G PO N 's functionality w as heavily based on its predecessor, although it is no 
longer reliant on ATM as an underly ing protocol. Instead a m uch sim pler Generic 
Fram ing Procedure (GFP) is used to provide support for both  voice and data ori­
ented services. A big advantage of the GPON over other schemes is that interfaces 
to all m ain services are provided. Em ploying GFP guaranteed that packets belong­
1 www.fsanweb.org
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ing to different protocols could be transm itted  in their native formats. Functionality 
w as also provided w hich allow ed seamless interoperability w ith  other GPONs or 
BPONs. As in m odem  netw orks the security of transm itted  data is a key issue. A 
sophisticated m echanism  based on the A dvanced Encryption Standard (AES) and  a 
complex exchange of unique keys w as built into the GPON architecture.
In com parison w ith the BPON standard  m uch higher transm ission rates are spec­
ified, the GPON being capable of supporting  transfer rates of up  to 2.48 G bps in the 
dow nstream  as well as the upstream  direction.
2.2.3 Ethernet PON Standard
The EPON standard  is the result of w ork in the vendor driven cooperation, the 
Ethernet in the First Mile Alliance (EFMA)2. N oticing that the m ajority of traffic in 
the netw ork is data oriented and that efficient m echanism s enabling su pport for real 
time services were in place, the group decided that the sophisticated functionality 
of the BPON and GPON protocols w as no longer needed. Instead, as the Ethernet 
protocol had  becam e w idespread and had  a dom inant role in the data oriented local 
and m etropolitan netw orks [36], the EFMA decided to prom ote its functionality in 
PONs. The final version of the new  protocol and necessary am endm ents to the 
existing ones w ere accepted by the standards body and released as IEEE 802.3ah 
in Septem ber 2004 [37]. The m ain goal w as to achieve a full com patibility w ith 
other E thernet based networks. Hence, the functionality of E thernet's M edia Access 
Control (MAC) layer is m aintained and extensions are provided to encom pass the 
features of PONs. The achieved solution is sim ple and straightforw ard, and allows 
legacy equipm ent and technologies to be reused.
2http://efm aalliance.org
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2.3 The PON Architecture
The m ost im portan t aspect of P O N 's architecture is its simplicity. The Optical Line 
Terminal (OLT) is the m ain elem ent of the netw ork and is usually placed in the Local 
Exchange. Optical N etw ork U nits (ONUs) serve as an interface to the netw ork and 
are deployed on a the custom er's side. ONUs are connected to the OLT by m eans 
of an optical fiber and no active elem ents are present in the link. A single ONU can 
serve as po in t of access for one (Fiber to the Hom e) or m ultiple (Fiber to the Block 
or Curb) custom ers and  can be deployed either at the custom er's prem ises (Fiber to 
the H om e or Block) or on the street in a cabinet (Fiber to the Curb). The PON can 
exist in three basic configurations [38]:
Tree topology Tree topology is show n in Figure 2.1(a). The optical splitter is used 
to divide the optical signal to every ONU. The typical split ratios are 1:16 and 
1:32.
Ring topology In this topology ONUs are connected to the m ain ring using tap 
couplers w ith  2 in p u t and  2 ou tpu t ports. A schematic structure of the ring is 
show n in Figure 2.1(b).
Bus topology In a bus topology the stations are connected to the m ain link using 
tap couplers w ith  1 in pu t and 2 ou tpu t ports as show n in Figure 2.1(c)
These topologies can be further m odified and redundan t fiber can be added  to arr­
ange necessary protection of the network.
A lthough different topologies perform  best in different situations, the physical 
properties of m odern  bu rst m ode receivers m ake the im plem entation of bus and 
ring PONs difficult to achieve as the distances betw een the OLT and ONUs vary 
significantly. Conversely, in the tree configuration the distances betw een OLT and 
ONUs are similar. Hence, signal pow er levels at the receiver in the OLT vary less. 
This feature has a crucial effect on the perform ance of the PON. Firstly, large vari­
ations in the signal pow er can be a source of errors at the receiver. Secondly, the
12
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(a) tree (b) ring
ONU 1 ONU 3 ONU 5
o — w * -
ONU 2 ONU 4
(c) bus
Figure 2.1: Exam ple PON Topologies.
m echanism s that com pensate for the im perfections of the receiver are easier to im ­
plem ent.
The m ain elem ent that distinguishes PO N s from other w ired netw orks is a split­
ter, w hich is the source of asym m etric behavior in EPONs and it m akes them  similar 
to wireless or satellite systems.
The dow nstream  direction signals sent by  the OLT arrive at the sp litter's  inpu t 
and then the sam e signal reaches every ONU. The signal is a ttenuated  b u t otherw ise 
its structure and properties are the same. A lthough the point-to-m ultipoint nature 
of the PON in the dow nstream  direction m ay create issues concerning security, com ­
plicated traffic m anagem ent and bandw id th  allocation algorithm s are not necessary. 
In principle this situation in PO N s could be com pared w ith a situation w here the
13
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sam e signal sent by a satellite is received by  different stations on the ground.
In the other direction, from  ONUs to the OLT, the situation is different. The sig­
nals from  different ONUs arrive at the inputs of the splitter. A lthough the signals 
can not reach different ONUs, as they traverse th rough the splitter they get m ixed 
w ith  each other and the superposition of all signals is received at the OLT. Simi­
larly, in mobile and satellite system s only one station can transm it a t any tim e to the 
satellite or the base station in order to avoid the interference of signals in the atm o­
sphere. In both cases the outcom e of m ultiple stations sending at the sam e tim e is 
unacceptable and every station is given an opportunity  to transm it during  a unique 
and non-overlapping time slot. Hence, in the upstream  direction, TDMA is used 
and m ethods similar to those devised for satellite com m unications can be used.
A schematic version of the principle of operation of PONs is depicted in Fig­
ure 2.2. W hile w aiting for its opportunity, an ONU buffers all incom ing data. The 
contents of the queues are transm itted  in a single bu rst using the w hole available 
b andw id th  of the channel upon  the start of an allocated transm ission window.
q W '  1 ’ *
OLT
ONU 1
ONU 3 user 3
ONU 1
' CL­
ONUS User 3
(a) downstream transmission (b) upstream transmission
Figure 2.2: PON Principle of Operation.
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2.4 Bandwidth Allocation in PON
The optim al allocation of available resources is crucial from  perform ance point of 
view. Being a part of the global com m unication system  there are some requirem ents 
im posed that every netw ork m ust meet.
In the BPON standard  every upstream  fram e consists of 53 cells of 56 bytes. The 
first three bytes create an overhead w hich is used for m aintenance purposes such 
as collision avoidance, b it synchronization, am plitude recovery and cell start delin­
eation. The rem aining 53 bytes creates a standard  ATM cell. A t the rate specified 
by the OLT, the O N U  inserts Physical Layer O perations and M aintenance (OAM) 
cells w hich convey the inform ation about the current status of its physical layer. In 
the G.983.1 version of the BPON standard  no m echanism  w as provided for ONUs to 
explicitly report their buffer statuses to the OLT. Hence, the OLT m ade the decision 
about b andw id th  allocation based on inform ation from  upp er layers.
This situation w as rectified in the G.983.4 [39] version of the standard  w hich 
w as pub lished  in 2001. The functionality of the OLT w as im proved and the OLT 
w as enabled to su pport ONUs w ith  and  w ithou t reporting capabilities. This change 
m ade the dynam ic bandw id th  allocation scheme m ore efficient bu t at the same time 
even further com plicated the complex structure of the BPON protocol.
In G.983.4, Transm ission C ontainers (T-CONs) were introduced as a w ay to pro­
vide su pport for traffic w ith  different QoS requirem ents. T-CON, in principle, w as 
a buffer in w hich incom ing ATM cells were stored. The decision about bandw id th  
assignm ent w as based on the buffer occupancy of reported T-CONs [39,40]. The 
standard  specified five different types of T-CONs and their im portance depended  
on the type of service that they w ere assigned to. Such an approach gave the OLT 
better opportunity  to allocate bandw id th  efficiently and avoid congestion. The stan­
dard  d id  not specify any dynam ic allocation m ethods bu t it outlined requirem ents 
that such an algorithm  w ould  have to meet. A sim ilar approach based on the use of 
T-CONs w as adopted  in the GPON standard.
In com parison w ith  the well defined and functionally complex Dynam ic Band­
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w id th  Allocation (DBA) process in the BPON and GPON standards, a sim pler and 
less sophisticated approach w as adop ted  in the EPON standard. Here only one type 
of O N U  is supported  and  m essages reporting  the buffer occupancy have to be sent 
in every cycle. The OLT w as responsible for allocating transm ission w indow s to 
the ONUs. The OLT m ade the decision about the size of the allocated transm ission 
based on som e in ternal policy. The im plem ented policy could take into account the 
report m essages received from ONUs, bu t it w as not deem ed obligatory. O n the 
other hand  the ONU w as free to utilize assigned bandw id th  according to som e local 
policy. In Table 2.1 a com parison of DBA features in different standards is presented.
2.5 PON Design Issues
PONs are envisaged to provide high-speed broadband access over m uch longer d is­
tances than can be supported  w ith  current copper based access technologies. The 
physical properties of available equipm ent have a strong im pact on the possible 
perform ance, available bandw id th  and netw ork reach. These param eters determ ine 
the netw ork architecture and m ust be considered in the process of designing and 
testing any efficient bandw id th  allocation algorithm .
Table 2.1: B andw idth Allocation O verview  in PONs.
BPON/GPON EPON
Supported services voice and data data
Number of supported services 5 TCONs, up to 49 TCONs per ONU up to 8 queues
Bandwidth allocation centralized distributed
Reporting mechanism implicit and explicit supported explicit
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2.5.1 Power Budget
The m ain factors influencing the perform ance of PONs are the devices and m ateri­
als used to build  the network. The transm itter's  pow er and receiver's sensitivity are 
tw o param eters that define the possible reach of the access netw ork. In Table 2.2 ty p ­
ical param eters of commercially available bu rst m ode transceivers capable of su p ­
porting  1.25 G bps are shown. To calculate the w orst case scenario pow er budget the 
m inim um  receiver sensitivity is subtracted from the m inim um  transm itter power. 
For devices presented in Table 2.2 the available pow er budget can be estim ated to 
be around 23 dB and  22 dB respectively. Based on these values the total loss in the 
netw ork is know n and the m axim um  reach of the netw ork can be calculated from  
(2.1) , w here P is pow er budget, FCA is Fiber Cable A ttenuation in d B /m , L is a 
distance and SL is a splitter loss.
P =  FCA L +  SL +  Penalties (2.1)
Penalties stand for additional costs such as losses at splices and  connectors. The 
typical attenuation of a single m ode fiber is about 0.4 d B /m  for a w avelength of 
1310 nm  and 0.35 d B /m  for 1550nm.
Table 2.2: Transceivers Com parison.
M anufacturer/M odel
Transm itter pow er Receiver sensitivity
m in max max
Infineon Technologies AG3 -1 dBm 4 dBm -24 dBm
V23870-G5131-x610
LuminentOIC4 -2 dBm 3 dBm -24 dBmSFFB-34-1250-BP-SC A-T
Fiberxon5 2 dBm 7 dBm -30 dBmFTM-9712P-F20
3w w w .inifneon.com , 4w w w .lum inentoic.com  , 5ww w.fiberxon.com
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As an exam ple, assum ing that the pow er budget is equal to 23 dB, a single m ode 
fiber operating at the w avelength of 1550 nm  is used, SL is 14 dB, and there are tw o 
m echanical splices and  tw o connectors, the m axim um  reach of the netw ork can be 
calculated from  (2.1):
23 [dB] — SL — 2 0.5 [dB] - 2 - 0 .5  [dB] ^  ^
The m inim um  pow er budgets for typical configurations of PONs are show n in Ta­
ble 2.3.
2.5.2 Receiver
The receiver in a PON m ust be capable of detecting signals w ith different am plitudes 
from  sources located at different distances. Due to the attenuation in the optical fiber 
the received pow er levels m ight vary considerable betw een time slots. This very 
undesirable situation is know n as a "near-far problem " [41]. In a situation w here a 
strong signal w as used in the receiver adjustm ent process the ones of a w eak signal 
m ight be in terpreted  as zeros. O n the contrary strong signal zeros can be in terpreted 
as ones if the receiver is adjusted to low pow er input.
The best solution to this problem  is to use a bu rst receiver at the OLT. At the 
beginning of every slot a training sequence is sent that allows the burst receiver to 
adjust itself to a new  pow er level. This requires that for every burst of data there
Table 2.3: The M inim um  Pow er Budget for Different PON Configurations.
O NUs L W avelength FCA SL Penalties
Required
pow er
budget
16 10 km 1310 nm 0 .4 d B /m 14.5 dB 2.5 dB 21 dB
16 20 km 1550 nm 0.35 d B /m 14.5 dB 2.5 dB 24 dB
32 10 km 1310 nm 0 .4 d B /m 17dB 2.5 dB 23.5 dB
32 20 km 1550 nm 0.35 d B /m 17 dB 2.5 dB 26.5 dB
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m ust be a pream ble attached that allows the receiver to adjust its threshold values. 
This m ethod is proposed in the IEEE 802.3ah standard.
A different approach w as proposed in the ITU G.931 and G.941 recom m enda­
tions. To ensure that the signal pow er from  different ONUs have sim ilar strength at 
the OLT a feedback was created betw een the OLT and  ONUs and every ONU has 
to adjust the pow er of its transm itter according to the directions received from the 
OLT. Im plem entation of such a m echanism  significantly increased the com plexity 
of the protocol and required m ore complex and  expensive light sources in ONUs to 
be used.
2.5.3 Transmitter
Transmitter perform ance m ust also be taken into account during  the design phase 
of the netw ork. Especially im portan t is the so called "capture effect" [41,42], w here 
the source em its a noise signal even though data is absent at the input. In order to 
avoid the interference of noise w ith  data stream s from  other ONUs at the splitter, 
an ONU m ust sw itch off its laser com pletely during  the idle time. As a result some 
bandw id th  m ust be sacrificed to guarding gaps betw een time slots from different 
ONUs to com pensate for tim e needed to w arm  up  and  cool dow n the laser. The 
length of the guarding gap is dependen t on five param eters:
"on tim e" Time needed to tu rn  the laser on.
"off tim e" Time needed to sw itch the laser off.
tim ing  d rift to lerance Time needed to synchronize clocks in the OLT and  an ONU. 
level recovery Time needed to adjust the gain of the receiver to an acceptable level.
clock recovery Time needed to recover the bit tim ing from the signal.
In EPON, the m axim um  guarding tim e cannot be longer than 1.3 /js6, w hereas 
in GPON, the m inim al guarding tim e is equal to 96 bits at a current link rate. In
6 [37] Sections 60.7.13.1 and 65.3.2.1; Tables 60-3, 60-6, 60-6,60-8
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the case of 1244.6 M bps link rate7, this gives a guarding gap length of 77 ns. These 
considerable differences in the length of the guarding gaps are the result of using 
different types of receivers and  w ith  contrasting approaches to the pow er levelling 
m echanism . In the BPON and GPON ONUs have to adjust the pow er of their signal 
so the differences betw een them  are m inim ized and so shorter tim e is needed to 
perform  level and  clock recovery. Conversely, ONUs do not have to perform  any 
pow er adjustm ents in EPONs. Burst m ode receivers are used in the OLT and  they 
need m ore tim e to adjust to different pow er levels.
2.6 Conclusion
PONs are clearly a pow erful alternative to other access technologies:
• Optical fiber deployed in the access loop is a "fu ture proof" solution. N ot 
only are very large transfer rates achievable w ith  the existing technology, b u t 
also as the technology m atures even higher rates can be achieved on the sam e 
m edium .
• PONs help reduce the cost of the netw ork. Active elem ents w hich require 
m aintenance and external sources of power, are replaced w ith inexpensive, 
robust and passive elements.
• The third advantage of PONs over other solutions is the possibility of sharing 
the cost of the netw ork infrastructure am ongst a num ber of custom ers. The 
possible num ber of custom ers can be easily increased w hen term inals operat­
ing on faster data rates are im plem ented or a m ixture of w avelength and time 
division m ultiple access is used  [44,45].
EPON is a solution based on the PON architecture. A lthough slightly less effi­
cient than its counterpart GPON, its key advantages are sim plicity and w idespread 
popularity  of o ther Ethernet based networks.
7 [43] A ppendix  I; Table 1.2
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EPON Overview
In this chapter the architecture of EPONs is outlined. The form at of control pack­
ets and  the signalling process betw een the OLT and ONUs are explained in greater 
detail. A proper understand ing  of these factors is necessary in designing successful 
SLA-aware b andw id th  allocation m ethods.
A detailed overview  of the m ain trends in the developm ent of EPONs is also 
presented and different approaches to the problem  of optim al bandw id th  allocation 
are discussed.
3.1 Introduction
The E thernet PO N  standard  is a result of w ork in the vendor driven EFMA. The 
m ain goal of the group w as to prom ote the developm ent of E thernet as a m eans of 
access to backbone networks.
The EPON standard  is based on providing an extension to E thernet's MAC layer 
fram e, thus obtaining a sim ple and effective solution w here legacy equipm ent and 
technologies can be reused. From this point of view, ensuring the com patibility 
w ith  existing E thernet netw ork standards w as the key issue. Achieving a seamless 
cooperation betw een EPON and existing system s required EPONs to be com pliant 
w ith  the generic architecture of the E thernet protocol as specified in IEEE 802 stan­
dard  [46] .
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3.2 EPON Compliance with Existing Protocols
In the IEEE 802 [46] suite tw o different types of m edia access are described: shared 
m edia and full-duplex. In a shared m edium  access m ode stations are connected to 
a single link. In this situation only one station can transm it at a tim e and  all the 
rem aining stations m ust be in the listening m ode. The Full-duplex configuration 
allows sim ultaneous data transm ission by tw o stations over a point-to-point link.
The IEEE Ethernet LAN standard  relies heavily on a concept of bridging. A bridge 
is a netw ork station responsible for interconnecting m ultiple access dom ains [46-48]. 
In such a netw ork, end  stations can com m unicate w ith  end stations in other access 
dom ains as if they w ere sharing a com m on access m edium . A ssum ing that in  an 
access dom ain stations can com m unicate w ith  each other, the bridge does not relay 
traffic to its ingress ports.
Such an approach is a source of incom patibility betw een EPON and the Ethernet 
architecture. In EPON in the upstream  direction ONUs can not com m unicate w ith  
each other due to properties of the splitter. Providing inter-O N U  com m unication 
involves using at least the netw ork layer of the O pen Systems Interconnection OSI 
stack in the OLT. This situation is clearly in contrast w ith  the existing standards.
In [49] Kram er et al. in troduced a special sublayer that helps to resolve these 
com patibility problem s and ensures sm ooth integration of EPON w ith other Ether­
net networks. The operation of this sublayer is based on m arking E thernet fram es 
w ith link ID tags. Every ONU is assigned a unique tag w hich is transm itted in the 
pream ble before every frame.
3.2.1 Emulation of Shared Medium Access
As specified in the standard  [46], in Shared M edium  Access m ode packets sent by 
any station should be received by every other station. In em ulating this behavior 
the OLT inserts a broadcast address in the pream ble so every ONU passes such a 
packet into the MAC layer. In the dow nstream  direction, upon receiving such a
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broadcast tag from  a particular ONU, the OLT is required to replicate the fram e and 
forw ard it to every other O N U  in the dom ain. The schematic of Shared M edium  
Access em ulation is show n in Figure 3.1.
I _____________________
OLT
(a) downstream direction (b) upstream direction
Figure 3.1: Shared M edium  Access Em ulation.
3.2.2 Emulation of Point-to-Point Access
Providing successful em ulation of point-to-point transm ission requires the OLT to 
assign a unique link ID to every ONU. Even though all fram es sent by the OLT are 
broadcast to every ONU in the dom ain the em ulation sublayer filters out and passes 
to the MAC layer only fram es w ith  link ID associated w ith  a particular ONU. In the 
upstream  direction the ONU inserts its link ID in the pream ble and based on its value 
the OLT dem ultiplexes the fram e to the proper port. This is show n in Figure 3.2.
Introduction of an extra sublayer to resolve the problem  of the EPON protocol 
non-conform ance w ith existing standards creates some problem s w ith providing 
fair access to the netw ork resources. In the Shared M edium  Access m ode the frames 
received from an ONU m ust com pete for bandw id th  w ith traffic coming from the
ONU 1 LinkID 1 ONU 3 LinkID 4
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ONU 1 LinkID 1
I
ONU 3 LinkID 4
EMULATION
ONU 3 LinkID 4ONU 2 LinkIDONU 1 LinkID 1 
■
(a) downstream direction (b) upstream direction
Figure 3.2: Point-to-Point M edium  Access Em ulation.
Internet and this can lead to a situation w here the local traffic suffers from w orse 
than expected QoS.
In the em ulation of Point-to-Point Access the OLT is required to perform  extra 
processing w hich in tu rn  m akes its functionality m ore com plicated. In cases w here 
m ore than  one link ID is assigned to an ONU the OLT m ust be capable of handling 
m ultiple requests sim ultaneously. This pu ts additional strain on the perform ance of 
the OLT and faster processing speeds are required.
3.3 Multi-Point Control Protocol
In EPON, a new  control protocol called M ulti-Point Control Protocol (MPCP) is im ­
plem ented to carry control data betw een the OLT and ONUs. As the protocol pack­
ets are built on the structure of the Ethernet fram e a com patibility w ith  legacy so lu­
tions is provided. The standardization  process of the new  scheme w as carried out 
by the IEEE 802.3ah [37] group and the final version of the draft w as approved by 
the S tandards Board in June 2004.
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3.3.1 General Structure of the MPCP Data Unit
In Figure 3.3 the structure of the M PCP fram e is presented. The total length of the 
packet is 64 octets. This length has its roots in lim itations im posed by the func­
tionality of the MAC layer. The header field consists of a 6 octet long D estination 
A ddress (DA), a 6 octet long Source A ddress (SA) and a 2 octet long L ength /T ype 
field w hich indicates the type of the Ethernet frame. For the MPCP the value of 
L ength /T ype field is set to "88 -  08" in hexadecim al notation. The MPCP specific 
inform ation is carried in the Logical Link Control (LLC) part. The LLC consists of 
m andatory  O p c o d e  and T im es tam p  and additional optional fields w hose presence 
depends on the type of message. The field O p c o d e  is 2 octets long and is used  to d is­
tinguish the type of the MPCP m essage in the MAC Control sublayer. Each packet 
m ust also contain a T im es tam p  field of 4 octets. Inform ation about the value of the 
EPON counter is carried in this m essage and its value is used to calculate the Round 
Trip Time (RTT) of a control packet betw een the OLT and an ONU. This value is later 
used in bandw id th  allocation m echanism  and it limits the m inim um  cycle length. 
The value of the counter is also used to synchronize ONUs to the com m on clock.
The total length of optional fields m ust be 40 octets long. Padding consisting of 
octets w ith  all bits equal to zero is used in cases w here the total length of optional 
fields is shorter. The frame is alw ays closed by the FCS field w hich contains the 
value of the Cyclic R edundancy Check (CRC) calculated for DA, SA, Length/Type 
field, LLC and Padding.
O ctets  
6 
6 
2 
2 
4
40 
4
Figure 3.3: MPCP Message Structure.
Destination Ad d r e ss  
S ou r c e  Ad d r e ss  
Length /Type  (88-08)  
O p c od e  (00-0X)  
T imestamp 
Data/R es e r v e d /Padding 
F rame C heck S equ ence
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3.3.2 Overview of MPCP Messages
In the MPCP specification the form at of five m essages is defined. Two of these m es­
sages are used prim arily  during  the bandw id th  allocation process. The rem aining 
three are used to register new  sources w ith  the OLT.
The G a te  m essage is sent by the OLT and  is used to inform  an ONU about the 
beginning and the length of a tim e slot allocated to it. Up to four different slots can 
be allocated to a single ONU in one cycle. An ONU is free to utilize a given op­
portun ity  to the best of its ability. The existing standard  does not define the default 
b andw id th  allocation m ethod. This leaves room  for research in this area and m any 
different approaches w ere developed and published in literature.
The G a te  m essage is also used to give idle ONUs a chance to register w ith  the 
OLT. D uring a norm al netw ork operation, special G a te  m essages are issued pe­
riodically indicating the start and duration  of a slot in w hich idle ONUs can start 
the discovery process. The G a te  m essage structure as defined in the IEEE 802.3ah 
standard  is presented in Figure 3.4(a).
The R e p o r t  m essage is sent by ONUs to the OLT. It carries inform ation about 
the current state of all queues hosted by a given ONU. The OLT is free to use this 
know ledge during the bandw id th  allocation process or ignore it. An ONU should 
periodically sent R e p o r t  m essages to inform  the OLT of its status. The form at of the 
R e p o r t  m essage is presented in Figure 3.4(b). The R e p o r t  B i tm a p  field indicates 
the queues for w hich buffer status is sent in the current m essage.
M essages R e g i s t e r  R e q u e s t ,  R e g i s t e r  and  R e g i s t e r  A c k ,  presented in Fig­
ure 3.5, are used during  a three w ay handshake process to register new  ONUs 
w ith the OLT. The R e g i s t e r  R e q u e s t  m essage has one extra m andatory  field, the 
P2PE R e q u e s t  field. R e g i s t e r  R e q u e s t  is issued by the ONU and its m ain p u r­
pose is to announce to the OLT the num ber of logical links that this ONU is ready to 
handle. A part from the m andatory  field the R e g i s t e r  R e q u e s t  m essage can enclose 
optional fields w ith  a list of additional O N U 's capabilities.
U pon receipt of R e g i s t e r  R e q u e s t ,  the OLT answ ers w ith a R e g i s t e r  message.
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O c tets  O ctets
6 Destination Address 6 Destination Add r e s s
6 S ource  Addre ss 6 S ou r c e  Add r e s s
2 Length/T ype  (88-08) 2 Length /T ype  (88-08)
2 O p c od e  (00-02) 2 O pc o d e  (00-03)
4 T imestamp 4 T imestamp
1 F lags NUMBERof G rants 1 Number  of  Q ueue  S ets
0/4 S tart time 0/1 R ep o r t  B itmap
0/2 Length 0/2 R ep o r t  Q ueue  1
0/4 S tart time •
0/2 •0/2 R e po rt  Q ueue 80/4 c _ ä _ _1 1 1 IVI
0/1 R e p or t  B itmap0/2 1 C k l f ' T U 0/2 R e p or t  Q ueue 10/4 C t a  d t  t i u c
0/2 Length :
0/2 S ync T ime 0/2 R e po rt  Q ueue 8
Padding Padding
4 Frame C heck S equence 4 F rame C heck S eq u ence
(a) G a te  (b) R e p o r t
Figure 3.4: Form at of MPCP GATE and REPORT M essages.
The num ber of assigned ports is transferred in the P2PE P o r t s  field. For each as­
signed po rt its physical MAC address is p u t in 2 octet long P2PE P h y s ic a l  Id field. 
The OLT can inform  an ONU about its additional capabilities by attaching optional 
fields to the R e g i s t e r  m essage. A copy of optional fields received from an ONU can 
also be attached. In the last phase of the registration process an ONU replies w ith 
the R e g i s t e r  A c k  m essage w hich in tu rn  m ight include a copy of optional fields 
received from the OLT in the R e g i s t e r  m essage.
3.4 Bandwidth Allocation Algorithms in EPON
As show n in the previous sections EPON is a data oriented service. As its sim plicity 
and com patibility w ith  existing E thernet standards w as a key issue, no provisions 
w ere m ade to support services w ith  strong traffic requirem ents such as voice or 
video on dem and and m echanism s native to the third layer of the O pen Systems 
Interconnection (OSI) stack m ust be used.
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O c t e t s  O c t e t s  O c t e t s
6 D e s t in a t io n  A d d r e s s 6 D e s t in a t io n  A d d r e s s 6 D e s t in a t io n  A d d r e s s
6 S o u r c e  A d d r e s s 6 S o u r c e  A d d r e s s 6 S o u r c e  A d d r e s s
2 L e n g t h /T y p e  (8 8 -0 8 ) 2 L e n g t h /T y p e  (88 -0 8 ) 2 L e n g t h /T y p e  (8 8 -0 8 )
2 O p c o d e  (0 0 -0 4 ) 2 O p c o d e  (00 -0 5 ) 2 O p c o d e  (0 0 -0 6 )
4 T im e s t a m p 4 T im es ta m p 4 T im e s t a m p
1 F la g s 2 A s s ig n e d  P o r t 1 F la g s
1 P e n d in g  G r a n t s 1 F la g s 2 E c h o e d  A s s ig n e d  P o r t
Pa d d in g 2 S y n c  T im e 1 E c h o e d  S y n c  T im e
4 F r a m e  C h e c k  S e q u e n c e 1 E c h o e d  P e n d in g  G r a n ts Pa d d in g
Pa d d in g 4 F r a m e  C h e c k  S e q u e n c e
4 F r a m e  C h e c k  S e q u e n c e
(a )  R e g i s t e r  R e q u e s t  (b) R e g i s t e r  (c) R e g i s t e r  A c k
Figure 3.5: MPCP M essages.
If EPON is to becom e a part of the global netw ork, su ppo rt for DiffServ m ust be 
provided and traffic param eters negotiated during  the setup phase m ust be guaran ­
teed during the lifetime of a connection.
The bandw id th  allocation algorithm  is a key com ponent in EPO N 's architecture 
and the only one that is in charge of all decisions concerned w ith  assignm ent of 
transm ission w indow s to ONUs. From this poin t of view  finding an algorithm  that 
is able to cope w ith  classes of traffic requiring different QoS is necessary.
As m entioned in Section 3.3.2 the w hole bandw id th  allocation process is based 
on the exchange of the G a te  and R e p o r t  messages. The G a te  m essage notifies a 
particular ONU about the start and  duration  of its tim e slot. The R e p o r t  m essage is 
periodically sent by an ONU to inform  the OLT about lengths of all queues hosted 
by an ONU. The distance betw een the OLT and ONUs and the size of assigned time 
slots are of param ount im portance as they affect the length of the polling cycle.
The polling cycle, which is sometimes called the granting cycle, could be defined 
as the time that elapsed between two transmission windows assigned to the same 
ONU or queue.
Extending the length of the polling cycle leads to an increase in the average delays 
but at the same tim e the system  is m ore efficient since:
• the control m essages are sent less often, hence m ore bandw id th  can be dedi-
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cated to the custom er's payload;
• w hen the size of the transm ission w indow s increases, the bandw id th  ded i­
cated to the guarding gaps is proportionally  smaller.
3.4.1 Polling Cycle
Two polling schemes have been analyzed in the EPON system. Kram er et al. in tro­
duced "Interleaved Polling w ith  A daptive Cycle Time (IPACT)" in [41,50,51]. The 
functionality of their algorithm  is based on following assum ptions:
• The OLT know s exactly how  m any bytes are buffered by O N U s and  the RTT 
to every ONU. The OLT allows an ONU to send som e num ber of bytes and 
notifies an ONU about the allocated transm ission w indow  w ith  the G a te  m es­
sage.
• Based on the allocated grant and the RTT, the OLT can precisely calculate at 
w hat tim e the w indow  allocated to the next O N U  should  start and w hen the 
G a te  m essage should be sent.
• At the end of the time slot allocated to a given O N U  it issues the R e p o r t  m es­
sage w ith  the num ber of bytes that were left in the buffer.
• In the next cycle the OLT allocates the num ber of bytes reported in the previous 
cycle.
The schematic figure show ing the flow of m essages is depicted in Figure 3.6. The 
obvious advantage of the IPACT algorithm  is its simplicity. O n the other hand , its 
m ain disadvantage lies in the fact that packets that arrived outside of the tim e slot 
are not taken into account during  the bandw id th  allocation process and m ust w ait 
until the next cycle, thus experiencing m uch larger delays.
Also some questions m ust be asked about the am ount of the dow nstream  b an d ­
w idth  used by G a te  messages. In a scenario w here the offered load is small or
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Figure 3.6: IPACT Polling Scheme.
the distance betw een an ONU and the OLTis small, the control m essages are sent 
m ore often than  in situation w here ONUs are further apart from  the OLT or traffic 
in the netw ork is heavier. This m eans that a variable am ount of bandw id th  m ust 
be allocated to the control channel depending  on the length of the polling cycle. In 
Table 3.1 a com parison is m ade of the proportions of bandw id th  dedicated to the 
control channel for different lengths of the polling cycle. The applicability of IPACT
Table 3.1 : IPACT Performance.
RTT A pproxim ate m inim um  
distance
M inim um  cycle tim e Control channel 
bandw id th  in %
50 jus 5 km 50 fis 21.5
100 jus 15 km 100 jus 10.7
200 jus 20 km 200 jus 5.376
link capacity = 1 Gbps, number of ONUs -  16, packet size = 84 bytes (Inter Frame Gap 
+ Preamble + GATE)
in W avelength Division M ultiplexing (WDM) PONs w as show n in [52].
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In [53], Su-il Choi presented a different approach to this problem  and cyclic 
polling cycling m echanism  w as proposed instead. A diagram  of this m echanism  is 
presented in Figure 3.7. The au thor com pared the perform ance of these tw o polling 
schemes in a situation w here there w as one queue per ONU. The results presented 
show ed that IPACT achieved better perform ance in  term s of the average delays. 
However, the m ain advantage of the cyclic polling scheme over its counterpart w as 
that the size of the control channel w as considerably sm aller and constant. This 
m eant that not only m ore ban d w id th  can be dedicated to the custom ers' payload 
b u t also the necessary bandw id th  is easier to provide. Choi et al. show ed that for a 
constant 2 ms long polling cycle only 0.5376% of available bandw id th  w as used to 
transfer the control messages.
3.4.2 Inter-ONU Bandwidth Allocation
An inter-ONU scheduler is responsible for allocating a single or m any non- 
-overlapping transm ission w indow s to all ONUs attached to the OLT. D uring the
Figure 3.7: Cyclic Polling Scheme.
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allocation process a control un it m ight take into consideration the state which ONUs 
are in, a lthough scheduling policies could be im plem ented that do not rely on such 
inform ation. Based on R e p o r t  m essages the inter-O N U  scheduler know s the exact 
status of the system  and is able to m ake the optim al decision.
K ram er et al. presented various types of d istribu ted  bandw id th  allocation al­
gorithm s in [49]. To show  the im pact of the bandw id th  allocation policy im ple­
m ented in the OLT on the average delays experienced by packets results w ere p re­
sented w here no intra-O N U  scheduling w as presen t and  every ONU hosted only 
one queue. The perform ance of the follow ing six different bandw id th  assignm ent 
m ethods w as com pared:
Fixed Every ONU receives the sam e am ount of bandw id th  regardless of the re­
ported  num ber of bytes. This schem e is best characterized by the constant 
cycle time.
L im ited In this m ethod one tries to allocate the requested  num ber of bytes as long 
as som e m axim um  threshold value is not exceeded.
G ated In this approach the OLT alw ays grants ONU the requested num ber of bytes. 
The lim iting factor is dependen t on the im plem entation of ONUs and  it is as­
sum ed that an ONU can not request m ore bytes than the m axim um  length of 
its buffers.
C onstan t credit In this schem e the algorithm  tries to com pensate for the delay in 
processing of R e p o r t  m essages and  the w indow  tim e is increased by a con­
stan t value to com pensate for the arrival of new  packets after the R e p o r t  m es­
sage has been sent. Again the tim e slot can not be longer than  the m axim um  
allowed.
Linear credit This scheme is sim ilar in concept to C onstant credit. The difference is 
that the w indow  time is increased not by a constant value b u t proportionally 
accordingly to the requested bandw idth .
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Elastic In this scheme the only lim iting factor is the length of the granting cycle. 
All ONUs are assigned tim e slots proportionally  according to the requested 
bandw idth .
The results presented show ed that there w as no clear winner. For sm all loads 
of up  to 40 percent of the total link capacity the average delays given by different 
algorithm s were very close to each other. A t loads betw een 40 and 60 percent all al­
gorithm s show ed a sudden  increase in the recorded average delays. Further increase 
in the offered load d id  not change the overall trend and as the total load approached 
100 percent of the link capacity the difference betw een algorithm s becam e negligible 
again. Generally the perform ance of all algorithm s did  not exceed the boundaries 
set by the results recorded for Fixed and  G ated approaches. The Fixed algorithm  
gave the w orst results as it suffered from an initial large delay due to the fixed size 
of a tim e slot. On the other hand  the results achieved by  G ated algorithm  w ere 
slightly better than those of other algorithm s. This w as due to the fact that there 
w as no m axim um  lim it to allocated bandw id th  and the length of the polling cycle 
could be extended to accom m odate for extra bu rst of packets.
An interesting insight into the behavior of all of the algorithm s w as gained w hen 
the m ean cycle times w as p lo tted  as a function of the offered load. In contrast to the 
previous results, the Gated approach w as significantly w orse than the others. For 
large loads its m ean cycle tim e w as alm ost 1000 times longer. In the Fixed approach 
the m ean cycle length w as constant and d id  not depend on the load.
As none of the presented algorithm s w ere optim al, authors recom m ended choos­
ing the Lim ited approach as the m ost suitable bandw id th  allocation technique due 
to its conservative behavior.
In addition to cyclic polling Su-il Choi also proposed a cyclic polling algorithm  
w ith  support for DiffServ [53]. He suggested that traffic should be classified into 
three categories. H igh priority traffic w ould be allocated a guaran teed  am ount of 
bandw id th  regardless of the num ber of packets w aiting in the queue. M edium  p ri­
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ority classes w ould  be allocated bandw id th  based on a follow ing policy:
n n M
min(Rf*, (B,otai -  ¿ G f
w here R f  is the requested rate and  G?  is the bandw id th  allocated to high priority  
traffic. The rem aining bandw id th  w as allocated to low priority  traffic proportionally  
according to the total am ount of traffic requested by an ONU.
Assi et al. [54,55] proposed an im proved version of the Lim ited approach to 
bandw id th  allocation. The authors pointed  out that in the original version som e 
bandw id th  m ight no t have been allocated after the scheduler cycle. The size of this 
excess bandw id th  could be considerable w hen a small load w as offered to a num ber 
of ONUs. The im proved algorithm  calculated the am ount of spare bandw id th  and 
distributed it evenly am ongst all ONUs w hose requests w ere not fulfilled.
Assi et al. extended this concept even further and proposed a bandw id th  alloca­
tion algorithm  w hich w ould  provide support for DiffServ. The m ain draw back of 
K ram er's approach w as the fact that the packets that arrived after the R e p o r t  m es­
sage w as sent w ere not taken into account during  bandw id th  allocation process. 
This m eans that the calculated transm ission w indow  w as not long enough to trans­
m it all data. Assi et al., in their approach, tried to anticipate the num ber of high 
priority  packets that arrived during  the w aiting tim e and readjust the calculated 
length of the transm ission window. This w ould  allow an ONU to send packets that 
arrived during the w aiting tim e during  in the next transm ission window. O therw ise 
these packets w ould  have to w ait in the buffer for another full cycle suffering m uch 
larger delays.
In [56], N ikolova et al. presented a dynam ic bandw id th  allocation algorithm  
w ith  a new  version of the Lim ited approach. The novelty of her approach w as the 
fact that not only the m axim um , b u t also the m inim um  am ount of b andw id th  allo­
cated to ONUs w as lim ited. This m eant that the m inim um  and m axim um  lengths of 
the polling cycle w ere the function of different threshold values set for every O NU in 
the dom ain. In this dissertation a different approach is advocated, w here the m in­
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im um  and  m axim um  cycle length is independen t from  the bandw id th  allocation 
algorithm .
A bandw id th  allocation scheme based on cyclic polling w as also m entioned by 
Yang et al. in [57]. They proposed Delta DBA (DDBA) in w hich the difference is 
calculated betw een the reports received in tw o consecutive cycles. Later this value 
is used  to calculate the new  length of the transm ission window.
Lee et al. in  [58] in troduced a tw o step scheduling algorithm  that supported  
tw o different bandw id th  allocation policies SBA and DBA. The functionality of the 
algorithm  w as based on separating the process of generating G a te  m essages from 
calculating the start time of the transm ission window. In their approach the OLT 
hosted a G rant Scheduler and in the first phase G a te  m essages were queued in four 
separate buffers. S b a -G a te  m essages w ere generated periodically and had  the h igh­
est priority. M iddle priority  queues were dedicated to different priority  G a te  m es­
sages generated by the DBA algorithm . The low est priority queue w as used for 
G a te  m essages in the discovery m ode. In the second phase the decision w as m ade 
about the start and duration  of the transm ission w indow  and a m ethod sim ilar to 
IPACT [41,50] w as proposed.
A novel approach to the problem  of optim al bandw id th  allocation w as pro­
posed by Z hu et al. in [59]. The authors in troduced the idea of dividing ONUs 
into tw o disjoint groups namely, B andw idth G uaranteed (BG) and B andw idth N ot 
G uaranteed (not-BG). All ONUs were assigned to one of these groups based on p a ­
ram eters agreed in the SLAs such as the m axim um  peak rate an ONU w as com m it­
ted to and m axim um  w aiting time the ONU could tolerate. After the classification 
process w as finished the algorithm  entered phase II, w here the Evenly D istributed 
A lgorithm  w as executed and an Entry Table for all BG w as created. The Entry Table 
held the num ber of tim e slots assigned to ONUs. At this stage not-BG ONUs did 
not have any time slots assigned. U pon com pletion the algorithm  entered phase 
III, w here all ONUs were polled according to the Entry Table and the list of not- 
BG ONUs sorted by their IDs. Bandw idth unallocated to BG O N U s w as allocated
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dynam ically to non-BG ONUs.
A sim ilar approach w as proposed by  A n et al. in [60]. In the H ybrid Slot- 
S ize/R ate DBA (HSSR) algorithm , the authors suggested div id ing the available 
bandw id th  into tw o parts. The first part w ould  be further split into a num ber of 
fixed size slots that could be allocated to services w ith  strong traffic requirem ents. 
The other part w ould  be treated as one big slot and  its bandw id th  w ould be ded i­
cated to low priority  traffic and shared am ong all ONUs. The strong po in t of this 
approach is tha t the beginning of every slot dedicated to the high priority  traffic is 
aligned w ith  the beginning of the fram e so the packet delay variation is m inim ized. 
The authors generally assum ed that only Poisson d istributed  voice traffic w as car­
ried in fixed size time slots and  hence the variation in packet in ter-arrival w as small. 
It is hard  to agree w ith  this postulate as video on dem and and  voice over IP services 
are getting m ore and m ore im portant.
An approach sim ilar to HSSR w as published in [61], w here Xie et al. proposed 
a Two-Layer B andw idth Allocation (TLBA). The m ethod is based on hierarchical 
allocation scheme and bandw id th  is allocated dynam ically according to current re­
quests from  ONUs. The m ain difference betw een the HSSR and  TLB A algorithm s is 
that instead of fixed size slots dedicated to high priority  traffic a dynam ic allocation 
is used.
The TLBA algorithm  perform s the task of allocating the bandw id th  in tw o steps. 
In the first step the all available bandw id th  is divided into a num ber of classes rep­
resenting different types of QoS. This division is not fixed and the assignm ent of an 
ONU to a particular group depends on the buffer occupancy reported by ONUs for 
different queues. As a safety precaution to avoid dedicating the whole bandw id th  to 
one class und er heavy load a set of w eights is assigned to each class. After the OLT 
allocates bandw id th  to a class the second part of the algorithm  is executed. At this 
stage the OLT distributes bandw id th  allocated to a given class am ong ONUs based  
on their requests using a m ax-m in policy, w hich adhere to following principles:
• ONUs are allocated bandw id th  in an order w hich is based on the am ount of
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requested bandw idth . ONUs requesting less bandw id th  are allocated their 
share first.
• ONU can not be allocated m ore than  the m axim um  value.
• U nused bandw id th  is shared evenly am ong ONUs w ith  unfulfilled dem ands.
The major w eakness of the HSSR and  TLBA algorithm s lies in the fact that an 
ONU m ust know  precisely the sequence in w hich the queues are serviced. O ther­
w ise packets from the queue assigned to the best effort traffic m ight be transm itted  
in a slot dedicated to high priority  data. From  this po in t of view these algorithm s 
m ust rely on some proprietary solutions as a m echanism  providing such a feedback 
has not been im plem ented in the EPON protocol. Later, in C hapter 4 a new  form at 
of the G a te  m essage is show n that could rectify this omission.
A nother approach based on a m ax-m in policy w as presented  by Son et al. in [62]. 
The authors proposed tw o DBA schemes that tried to im prove bandw id th  utilization 
under non-uniform  traffic.
3.4.3 Intra-ONU Bandwidth Allocation
C ontrary to inter-ONU scheduling the scope of the intra-O N U  allocation is restricted 
to the adm ission control m ethods im plem ented in an ONU. According to the EPON 
standard  an ONU is free to use the allocated transm ission w indow  in the best way. 
This m eans that different policies m ight be deployed and, w hat is even m ore im ­
portant, different ONUs m ight operate under the control of different in ternal sched­
ulers.
Achieving efficient DiffServ support has alw ays been a prim ary concern in de­
signing bandw id th  allocation algorithm s in EPON. K ram er et al. proposed the in­
corporation of a strict priority scheduling scheme in EPONs [49,50]. They show ed 
that assigning traffic stream s w ith  different QoS requirem ents to queues w ith dif­
ferent priorities greatly im proved the perform ance of the system  and average de­
lays experienced by the high priority  traffic w ere approxim ately a thousand  times
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shorter than delays recorded for the Best Effort (BE) traffic. Although strict priority 
queueing is easy to implement, its application in networks supporting the DiffServ 
paradigm  can have a negative impact on the system performance and make enforce­
ment of existing SLAs very difficult. As packets with a higher priority are always 
sent before packets with lower priorities, the presence of large numbers of unan­
ticipated high priority packets will result in smaller bandw idth offered to all traffic 
streams with lower priorities. This is could lead to a breach of the SLA contract 
between the service provider and the customers.
It was also pointed out that implementing strict priority scheduling with the 
IPACT algorithm led to a "light load" phenomenon, where average delay times mea­
sured in a network with a small load were larger than in the network with the 
medium load level. The authors provided an explanation of that paradox in [50] 
and they noted that the source of the anomaly could be explained by the fact that 
the OLT assigned only the requested amount of bandwidth. Therefore there was 
no extra bandw idth allocated for packets that arrived during time when the ONU 
was waiting for its transmission window. As the calculated window size was too 
small, newly arrived packets with lower priorities had to be deferred until packets 
with higher priorities were transmitted. In Section 7.4.1 a different explanation to 
the "light load" phenomenon was provided
To alleviate this situation the authors proposed a two stage buffering scheme. 
The first stage system is built from multiple priority queues. The second stage con­
sists of a single First-In-First-Out buffer. The ONU only reports packets that are in 
the second stage so the allocated time window is always fully utilized. The draw ­
back of this architecture, however, is that high priority traffic experiences longer 
delays due to the additional time that high priority packets must spent in buffers of 
the first stage.
When the ONU tries to send the packet at the head of the queue it might happen 
that the time needed for its transmission is longer than the remaining part of a time 
slot. If the algorithm decides to stop transmitting a fraction of bandwidth will be left
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unused even though there might be some shorter packets still waiting in the queue. 
As mentioned earlier the amount of this unused bandw idth could be reduced by 
employing two-stage buffering, but this caused extra delays. In [63] Kramer et al. 
outlined a method based on a partial packet reordering that improved this situation. 
In this method the authors proposed that the ONU should keep track of all incoming 
traffic streams based on their source and destination addresses. If a situation occurs 
where a packet from a particular stream was too long to transmit, the algorithm 
tries sending the first packet from a different stream. Hence, a situation is avoided 
where packets from the same stream arrive at the destination in a wrong order. The 
efficiency of the partial reordering algorithm depends on the number of tracked 
streams. More streams give a better chance to find a packet that fits the gap but 
on the other hand it increases the amount of memory needed to store all packets 
and additional computational resources are needed to sort and divide all incoming 
packets into appropriate queues.
An improved version of the priority scheduler was proposed by Assi et al. in [54, 
55] in which the intra-ONU allocation algorithm operating in two modes is pro­
posed. Firstly only packets that arrived in the previous cycle before the R e p o r t  
message was sent, are transmitted. The queues are emptied based on their priority 
and all packets that arrive during this phase are buffered. When all reported pack­
ets have been transmitted the algorithm enters phase two, where packets received 
during idle time are sent according to a strict priority rule. A similar approach was 
adopted by Nikolova et al. in [56].
A structure of an ONU with a separate queue dedicated to each class of traffic 
but with common buffering space was proposed in [61]. As the queues share limited 
buffer space, a method of discarding some packets must be used to enable DiffServ 
support. The authors propose the use of a weighted Random Early Detection (RED) 
[64,65] mechanism to drop packets in order to monitor admission control and avoid 
congestion. The algorithms based on the RED approach have been investigated in 
the literature and adopted by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to use with
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DiffServ networks.
Ghani et al. in [66] proposed to adapt algorithms used for Connection Admission 
Control in ATM and IP networks [67-69] to EPON needs. They proposed an intra- 
ONU scheduler in which a virtual time approximation of the ideal generalized pro­
cessor discipline is employed [67,68]. The authors claimed that their approach offers 
two main benefits:
• fine bandwidth control can be achieved and
• the functionality of intra- and inter-ONU bandw idth allocation is decoupled 
and different inter-ONU algorithms can be used.
The authors also introduced a modified version of Start-Time Fair Queueing [68,69] 
which is less complex than other virtual queueing systems where all packets are 
time stamped.
Yet another approach to the problem of bandw idth allocation was presented by 
Sherif et al. in [70]. The novelty of the proposed scheme is in the fact that the up­
stream control channel is redirected in the splitter and sent back to other ONUs in 
the domain. In principle this gives an ONU detailed knowledge about the buffer oc­
cupancy in other ONUs and, based on this information, an ONU can make a better 
decision about its bandwidth allocation. Although this is an interesting idea, intro­
ducing a feedback loop and making ONU responsible for bandwidth allocation has 
number of disadvantages:
• An ONU's architecture becomes very complex as extra functionality is added 
not only to perform the bandw idth allocation but also to extract the control 
signal from additional wavelength.
• With such a decentralized approach support for DiffServ is questionable as a 
control mechanism is needed to update the bandw idth assignment policies in 
every ONU in the network.
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• The architecture of the EPON system becomes more complex and less func­
tional. As the simplicity of the system is the main advantage of EPONs in 
comparison with other PON protocols and the proposed algorithm did not 
offer substantial improvements in bandw idth utilization this significantly re­
duces its competitiveness.
• The applicability of the proposed solution is also questionable from the optical 
budget point of view. As creating a feedback loop requires redirecting the out­
put signal back through the splitter to ONUs, the signal power is attenuated 
twice. Assuming that the optical budget of EPON is 23 dB and a typical in­
sertion loss of a 1:16 coupler is 13 dB, it is seen clearly that the signal after 
traversing the splitter for the second time will be too weak to decode properly 
in the receiver.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter an overview of EPONs was presented. The MPCP that all band­
width allocation must rely on was highlighted and its most important features were 
described in detail.
The exchange of control messages leads to create a polling cycle. Two polling 
schemes: IPACT and cyclic polling were introduced in this section and compared 
with each other. The comparison shows that the IPACT tried to minimize the polling 
cycle. That gave shorter delays but also resulted in a variable control channel. The 
cycle length was fixed in cyclic polling and that resulted in longer delays for small 
loads. The advantage of such an approach is that longer cycles result in less band­
width dedicated to guarding gaps.
Another implication arising from the structure of MPCP is a necessity of dis­
tributed inter- and intra-ONU bandw idth allocation. In inter-ONU allocation band­
width is allocated amongst all ONUs served by the OLT. During intra-ONU alloca­
tion, an ONU makes the decision about allocating bandwidth to different classes
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of traffic. In this chapter a review of existing algorithms responsible for inter- and 
intra-ONU bandwidth allocation was presented.
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Chapter 4 
Centralized Bandwidth Allocation in 
EPON
New mechanisms enabling EPONs to support the DiffServ paradigm are introduced 
in this chapter. The format of a new control message which ensures that both dis­
tributed and centralized bandw idth allocation algorithms can be used in one EPON 
system is described. Another contribution is a new polling scheme which is deemed 
to be more versatile than other existing methods. The third contribution presented in 
this chapter is a novel Grant Multiplexing scheme which can significantly improve 
the QoS offered to jitter-sensitive classes of traffic.
4.1 Centralized Bandwidth Allocation
A centralized approach to the problem of bandwidth allocation is presented in this 
chapter. In this scheme both inter- and intra-ONU scheduling is done by the OLT. 
The centralized approach has numerous benefits and provides better DiffServ sup­
port. Relieving ONUs from scheduling responsibilities allows for the use of generic, 
simple and easy to manufacture equipment which gives the network provider a cru­
cial edge in a highly competitive market.
From the overview of bandw idth assignment algorithms presented in Section 3.4 
of Chapter 3, it is clearly seen that a majority of cases rely on some level of coopera­
tion between the OLT and ONUs. In this thesis, it is claimed that this approach has 
two main disadvantages
• Cooperation between an ONU and the OLT might cause problems with com-
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patibility when equipment with different bandw idth allocation algorithms is 
used. Currently the standard does not provide guidelines regarding the imple­
mentation of bandw idth allocation algorithms and it is more than likely that 
different vendors will release their own proprietary solutions where a tight co­
operation between the OLT and ONUs is assumed. From a customer or service 
provider perspective, such a situation is dangerous. It would significantly de­
crease competition in the market as it is doubtful that interoperability could be 
provided between equipment from different vendors.
• In an EPON with separate inter- and intra-ONU, scheduling, support for SLAs 
is more cumbersome. The addition, maintenance and deletion of customers' 
contracts result in updating scheduling policies not only in the OLT but also 
in ONUs. This requires some control channels to be set up and results in a 
further increase in the ONU's complexity and hence the cost of design and 
manufacturing. The resulting increase in the cost of the equipment could be 
a deciding factor between EPON or another access method, especially in a 
situation where the initial investments in the fiber infrastructure are similar.
The centralized bandw idth assignment proposed here is based on the principle 
that both inter- and intra-ONU scheduling is done by the OLT. In this sense an ONU 
has no intelligence of its own and must fully rely on the decisions made by the OLT. 
The main advantage of such an approach is that the OLT is the only entity in the 
domain that has precise knowledge about the current state of all other units. This 
knowledge is obtained through the exchange of G ate  and R e p o r t  messages. Hence, 
the OLT is able to assign bandwidth in an efficient manner to an arbitrary queue in 
any ONU connected in the network. Such a "master-slave" configuration has the 
following benefits:
• Various algorithms can be used at different times depending on the network 
conditions. Moreover a transition between different methods is smooth, since 
due to placing intra-ONU scheduling in the OLT, ONUs are unaware of the
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whole process.
• SLAs are created and stored in the same logical unit as and are readily available 
to an algorithm that might w ant to use them. They are easier to access and 
modify, and the whole process does not influence normal network operation.
• There is no need to create a new signalling channel between the OLT and 
ONUs. Hence, ONUs are less complex and expensive to make.
The scalability and performance of the centralized approach is as good as the per­
formance of the distributed algorithms. This is because the complexity of the band­
width allocation algorithm grows with the number of active ONUs in the network 
and this feature is common for both centralized and distributed approaches. Ob­
viously, the centralized algorithm must perform the extra tasks of allocating band­
width to queues but as effect ONUs are simpler, more generic and robust.
4.2 The Format of the N ew  GATE M essage
The centralized approach, which is the subject of this thesis, cannot be implemented 
in EPON based on the current standard. As bandw idth allocation algorithms are not 
in the scope of the standard, it was assumed at an early stage that the OLT was only 
responsible for inter-ONU admission control. The intra-ONU scheduling was solely 
the duty of an ONU. Hence, as mentioned in Section 3.3.2, the G ate  message con­
veys information about the bandw idth allocated to a particular ONU rather than to 
a particular queue. Solving this problem requires either introducing the new G ate  
message or making changes to the structure of the existing one. Although adding 
a new message to the protocol suite increases the overall complexity of the system, 
the undisputed advantage of such an approach is that backward compatibility is 
ensured and two types of ONUs can exist in the same domain. Here, a new G ate  
message is proposed whose format gives the OLT more flexibility in controlling the 
process of bandwidth allocation. At the same time, it provides a clear and logi-
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cal way to separate the functionality of the bandw idth allocation algorithm from the 
underlying infrastructure and ONUs from  different vendors can exist and cooperate 
in the same domain under some arbitrary bandwidth assignment scheme. The for­
mat of the proposed G ate  message is shown in Figure 4.1. Although the differences 
in the structure of the old and the proposed G ate  messages are not great, the new 
format gives the OLT far greater flexibility in controlling the bandwidth allocation 
process.
O c t e t s  GATE
6 
6 
2 
2 
4 
1 
1 
4 
2
2
1
4
2
2
2
Figure 4.1 : The Structure of New G ate Message.
Destination Ad dr e ss
S ource  Ad d r e ss
Length /Type  (88-08)  
O p c o d e  (00-0X)
T imestamp
F lags Number  of G rant S ets
G rant Map
S tart time
Length
Length
G rant Map
S tart time
Length
Length
S ync T ime
Padding
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4.2.1 The Encoding of the F la g s /N u m b e r  o f  G r a n t  S e ts  Field
In the IEEE 802.3ah standard [37], it is specified that the F l a g s /N u m b e r  o f  G r a n t  
S e t s  field is used to indicate the purpose of the G ate  message and the number of 
grants that are included. In the proposed new format of the G ate  message, the gen­
eral structure of this field remains the same. Bits 0-3 are used to encode the number 
of Grant Sets, instead of indicating the number of grants. Bits 4-7 are dedicated 
to the F la g s  field. In the old format of the F la g s  field, particular bits were set or 
cleared to indicate the purpose of the G ate  message. It is proposed here, that an 
integer number representation should be used instead. This greatly increases the 
flexibility of the protocol as 32 different operation codes can be used. Based on the 
decoded value, an ONU is able to identify the type of the G ate  message and to ex­
tract information about allocated transmission windows from included Grant Sets. 
This also allows to maintain the backward compatibility. ONUs that do not support 
centralized bandwidth allocation will discard the whole message upon the receipt 
of the message with unknown operation code.
The format of the new message has the advantage over the old G ate  message 
as it allows assignment of transmission windows to all eight queues supported by 
the ONU. The different configurations allowed by the proposed format of G ate  are 
shown in Table 4.1.
4.2.2 Grant Sets
The main difference between the two G ate  messages is the way in which informa­
tion about allocated bandwidth is represented. In the proposed format of the G ate  
message the Grant Sets are introduced to convey information about allocated time 
slots. Each Grant Set consists of a G r a n t  M a p  field, followed by a S tar t  T im e  field 
which indicates the start of the allocated transmission window. The S ta r t  T im e  
field is followed by number of L e n g t h  fields which carry information about the 
duration of consecutive transmission windows allocated to particular queues. The
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Table 4.1 : Different Configurations of Possible Grants in the G ate  Message.
Number of Number of Encoding
Grant Sets Grants Number of Octets Field
M F l a g s /N u m b e r  o f  G r a n t  S e ts
M G r a n t  M a p
1-4 S t a r t  T im e
1 8
8-2 L e n g t h
1 -2 S y n c  T im e
161 Pa d d in g
1 1 F l a g s /N u m b e r  o f  G r a n t  S e ts
5 1 G r a n t  M a p
5-4 S ta r t  T im e
1 5 5-2 L e n g t h
1 -2 S y n c  T im e
2 1 Pa d d in g
G r a n t  M a p  is a register in which bits indicate queues to which those transmission 
windows are assigned to. An ONU should switch its laser off at the end of the 
last transmission window in any Grant Set. If an ONU operates under a centra­
lized bandwidth allocation scheme the OLT must indicate in the G r a n t  M a p  at least 
one queue for which a transmission window is allocated. Conversely, if distributed 
bandwidth allocation is implemented and Grant Sets are not used, all bits in the 
G r a n t  M a p  must be set to one and this field is followed by a single tuple of S ta r t  
T im e  and L e n g t h  fields delineating a transmission window allocated to all queues 
in an ONU. During the discovery process the encoding of the allocated transmission 
window is the same as for distributed bandw idth allocation as in this mode, ONUs 
sends only short control packets.
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4.3 Cyclic Polling with Adaptive Cycle Length
In TDMA based networks there are three main factors that affect packet delays [71].
Cycle length This is the time in which all active stations may transmit the data. 
Cycle length is measured as the time elapsed between two G ate  messages sent 
to the same ONU. Intuitively, the longer the cycle, the longer stations have to 
wait for their turn and the longer packets have to be buffered. On average, if 
the order in which ONUs transmit their data is random, the waiting time is 
equal to half of the cycle length.
Transmission time This term refers to the time needed to send a packet and prop­
agate it between two end stations. In modern systems operating at very high 
data rates over much longer distances the propagation time cannot be ne­
glected and it becomes significant part of the transmission time. As an ex­
ample it takes only 8 ¿us to transmit a 1000 byte long packet on 1 G bit/s link 
and almost 100 /is to propagate the signal over a 20 km long link. For a link 
operating at 10 M b/s rate the time needed to send 1000 bytes is 800 fis  which 
is significantly longer in comparison with the propagation time.
Q ueueing time The length of time that a packet is buffered at the station.
It is clearly seen that the first component is the most important, especially for small 
and medium loads where time spent in a buffer is usually short. In EPON the length 
of the cycle depends on the implemented policy and different approaches have been 
presented in Section 3.4.
In this dissertation a new approach Cyclic Polling with Adaptive Cycle Length 
based on the modified cyclic polling scheme is advocated. Similar to the method 
presented by Choi in [53], new grants are allocated to all stations at the same time. 
Contrary to his approach, the length of the polling cycle is adaptive and the mini­
mum and maximum length of the cycle are not dependent on the bandw idth alloca­
tion algorithm deployed in the network. The functionality of this approach is briefly
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outlined by the following steps:
1. The total number of bytes Qfotal in all queues is calculated based on latest re­
ports received.
2. The cycle time r  is calculated from (4.1) where Cl is the link rate.
Qfotal
r  (n) = ^ r -  (4.1)
3. It m ust be ensured that time t (n) fulfills (4.2) where T mm  and xmax are the 
minimum and maximum length of the cycle.
Tmin < T{n) < xmax (4.2)
The maximum cycle time does not depend on the physical properties of the 
system and can be set to any value. The minimum cycle time must be such that 
enough time is provided to process all R e p o r t  messages that arrived during 
the last polling cycle and that G ate  messages have enough time to arrive at all 
ONUs.
4. The new time slots are calculated for the next cycle based on reports received 
in the current one. The G ate  messages are issued for all ONUs at the same 
instance.
The schematic exchange of control messages in Cyclic Polling Algorithm with Adap­
tive Cycle Length is shown in Figure 4.2. This approach is an interesting alternative 
to IPACT and cyclic polling with constant polling cycle and it is a compromise be­
tween these two algorithms.
Similar to the IPACT, in approach presented here, the polling cycle is variable. 
In a situation where low volume traffic is present in the network this results in a 
shorter length of the polling cycle and thus smaller average delays. Shortening of 
the polling cycle requires that G ate  and R e p o r t  messages be sent more often and 
the bandw idth available to customers' data is reduced. This is especially a problem
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ONUS
OLT
Figure 4.2: Cyclic Polling with Adaptive Cycle Length.
when traffic in the downstream direction has a much larger volume than in the op­
posite direction. In such a case the calculated cycle time is short, and in order to 
provide enough bandw idth to send G ate  messages, some customers' packets m ust 
be dropped to avoid congestion. Increasing the minimal length of the cycle will im­
prove this situation significantly. As G ate  messages must be sent at larger intervals, 
less bandw idth is needed for the control channel and the need to drop customers' 
packets is less likely to arise. By changing the minimum length of the polling cycle, 
the OLT can regulate the size of the control channel and improve the QoS delivered 
in either the upstream or downstream direction.
4.4 Grant M ultiplexing Scheme
Jitter can be defined as the difference between the minimal and maximal interar­
rival times of packets at different times. [72]
Voice and real-time video services are delay sensitive and require low values of 
jitter. Employment of a DBA scheme may result in considerable variation in the
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Figure 4.3: Grant Multiplexing Scheme.
assigned bandw idth between consecutive polling cycles. Hence, it is difficult to 
maintain stable and good traffic parameters for the high priority classes. The mech­
anism of Grant Multiplexing guarantees considerable improvements of QoS offered 
to jitter sensitive classes.
The mechanism proposed in this thesis is based on the assumption that the band­
width requested by high priority traffic is small in comparison with the bandwidth 
needed by medium and low priority classes. It is also assumed that high priority 
traffic is mainly voice and video, which is not bursty in nature. On the other hand, 
medium and low priority classes carry busty Internet traffic and so the amount of re­
quested bandwidth can fluctuate considerably. This results in large deviations in the 
offset time measured between the start of the polling cycle and start of the transmis­
sion window as shown in Figure 4.3(a). The values of Aj,A2 and A3 emphasize the 
differences between starting points of transmission windows assigned to the same 
ONUs in different cycles.
However, with the new G ate  message, the OLT can assign bandw idth to an ar­
bitrary queue rather than to an ONU and it is possible to grant time slots to high
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priority queues at the beginning of the cycle. The new situation, where high prior­
ity classes are allocated at the beginning of the cycle, is shown in Figure 4.3(b). It 
is expected that the size of transmission windows allocated to high priority classes 
will vary less in this way, hence the variance in the offset time and jitter could be 
considerably reduced.
The main disadvantage of this approach is that the available bandw idth is uti­
lized less efficiently in comparison to networks without Grant Multiplexing Scheme. 
In EPON, transmissions from different ONUs must be separated by a guard time 
and hence twice as much bandw idth must be dedicated to provide necessary isola­
tion when the Grant Multiplexing scheme is employed.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter the idea of a centralized bandwidth allocation scheme was outlined 
and a new G ate  message was introduced giving the OLT much greater flexibility 
in the control of the bandwidth allocation process. The main advantage of a new 
G ate  message is that a clear way is provided to separate bandw idth allocation al­
gorithms from the underlying MPCP. This allows for deployment of sophisticated 
algorithms utilizing both the centralized and distributed inter- and intra-ONU band­
width allocation, as envisaged in the EPON standard [37]. Also the new format pro­
vides backward compatibility so ONUs of both types can be supported in the same 
network.
The main advantage of the centralized inter- and intra-ONU can offer is the pos­
sible savings in the cost of the equipment. As both inter- and intra-ONU scheduling 
can be performed by the OLT, ONUs with only rudimentary access control mecha­
nisms are needed.
Another strong point of centralized approach is its flexibility. Different band­
width allocation methods can be deployed at virtually any time. New methods can 
be tailored to the existing traffic conditions. In the distributed scenario such an ap­
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proach has only limited applicability, as changing policies would require updating 
parameters in every ONU in the network.
The new mechanism also offers substantial flexibility in the allocation of trans­
mission windows. This was described in Section 4.4 at the example of new Grant 
Multiplexing mechanism. This mechanism is anticipated to improve the QoS re­
ceived by the high priority classes. The mechanism is based on the assumption that 
high priority traffic is not bursty and that all transmission windows allocated to 
privileged classes are allocated at the beginning of the polling cycle. It is envisaged 
that such an approach could reduce jitter measured for packets belonging to these 
classes.
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Bandwidth Assignment Algorithms
Bandwidth assignment algorithms are necessary in providing optimal utilization of 
available resources. The implementation of the algorithms is not in the scope of the 
existing standard but their functionality must rely on the MPCP protocol in exchang­
ing information between ONUs and the OLT. In this chapter algorithms based on 
a centralized approach are presented. It is assumed that the OLT is responsible for 
both inter and intra-ONU bandw idth allocation as it has knowledge about the cur­
rent status of the network gathered from R e p o r t  messages received from all ONUs. 
The main focus of the algorithms presented here is on providing efficient support 
for the DiffServ architecture.
The performance of the proposed algorithms in the presence of heavy loads and 
the impact of policies set in the SLAs on the general performance were evaluated. 
In this chapter the adaptation to centralized scheme of two well known Static Band­
w idth Allocation (SBA) and Proportional Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (P-DBA) 
algorithms is presented. These algorithms were used as a base in development of 
new methods. In this chapter three new algorithms are proposed and their function­
ality is described in detail:
• Strict Priority Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (SP-DBA),
• Service Level Agreement aware Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (SLA-DBA),
• Adaptive Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (A-DBA).
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5.1 Static Bandwidth Assignm ent
In SBA, the decision about bandw idth allocation is not influenced by information 
received from ONUs. Let j i(j)  be the fraction of bandw idth which queue i in ONU j  
is guaranteed in the SLA. Then the size of the transmission window 0)/(y) is obtained 
from (5.1), where t (n) is the length of a cycle.
4 ]U) = *(») ■ r,U) (5-D
In SBA, more than in the other algorithms, the average packet delays are directly 
dependent on the bandw idth assigned to a particular class of traffic. If all the ex­
pected volume of traffic can be sent in the allocated transmission window, a small 
penalty is incured. Conversely, delays will grow if the allocate transmission window 
is too small, as no adjustments are made to the allocated bandwidth.
The SBA is only suitable in a situation where the amount of traffic can be accu­
rately forecasted in advance and changes in volume follow some pattern known to 
the OLT. Traffic present in m odem  computer networks has been shown to be very 
bursty in nature with large variance from the mean volume [73-75] and in such con­
ditions the functionality of SBA can lead to increased delays and lower throughput.
5.2 Proportional Bandwidth Assignm ent
The P-DBA algorithm is based on an scheme that fully utilizes updates on the status 
of connected ONUs to calculate the size of transmission windows. The algorithm 
works on the principle that bandw idth is divided amongst all queues proportionally 
to the reported buffer occupancy. Let Ql(j) be number of bytes reported in queue 
i by ONU j .  A fraction of bandw idth allocated to a particular queue is obtained 
from (5.2).
m = J 2 ^ ) , (5 .2)lijQiU)
Assuming that the cycle length is known and equal to t (n) the length of of trans­
mission window cOj(j) allocated to queue j  in ONU i is given by (5.3) . Moreover
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this approach ensures that all available bandwidth is utilized efficiently.
m ™  - 1 %  < 5 - 3 )
The main advantages of P-DBA are its responsiveness and fairness. As the alloca­
tion is based on latest reports, the possible congestion can be quickly resolved and 
backlogged packets transmitted. The proportional assignment is very unbiased and 
all types of traffic are treated equally. This is great as long as all users comply with 
their SLAs. Otherwise, traffic from non-compliant sources will affect QoS delivered 
to other sources. In this sense, P-DBA is not suitable for DiffServ applications.
5.3 Priority Bandwidth Assignment
In SP-DBA, support for classes of traffic demanding various QoS is implemented by 
introducing strict priority scheduling. The bandw idth allocation process consists of 
three steps:
1. Based on received reports the total bandw idth requested by different types of 
service is calculated.
2. The requested bandw idth is allocated to classes of service based on their prior­
ity. The top priority classes are looked after first. A situation is possible where 
lower priority classes will be allocated less than requested or no bandwidth at 
all.
3. The bandw idth allocated to a given class of service is divided among all queues 
as in the P-DBA scheme. This ensures that if less bandwidth was allocated than 
requested all queues will be treated equally.
Two goals were envisaged before process of implementing SP-DBA in EPON with 
centralized bandw idth allocation is started:
• better support for the DiffServ paradigm,
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• showing that with the centralized approach the same functionality could be 
achieved as in EPON where distributed inter and intra-ONU scheduling was 
implemented [49,50,54,55].
It is be anticipated that strict priority scheduling will be able to provide requested 
QoS for the classes of traffic with high priority. On the other hand, this might lead 
to worse performance of medium and low traffic, since for heavy loads the band­
width allocated to these classes can be severely limited. The pseudo code of SP-DBA 
scheduler is shown in Figure 5.1.
Let P indicate the number of queues with different priorities in the system 
and let 0 be the highest and P the lowest priority level. Also, let J3 total(k) be 
total number of bytes requested by queues with priority k and Pj(j) be the 
priority of queue j  in ONU i. Finally let p max be the total number of bytes 
that can be transmit in current cycle.
for k = 0 to P do
for i = 0 to Onu do 
for j  — 0 to Queue do
PMai(k )< = P * ( jn Q t (J )
end for 
end for 
end for
for k =  0 to P do
if ¡5,0,al{k) > {pmax -  j3l0,al(k)) then
for / =  0 to / < Onu do 
for j  = 0 to j  < Queue do 
if k < Pj(j) then
m  <= m
end if
if k =  Pi(j) then
m  « =  m  P max _
end if
if k>  Pi(j) then
Pi(j) <= 0 
end if 
end for 
end for 
end if 
end for
Figure 5.1: Pseudocode of SP-DBA Scheduler.
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5.4 SLA aware P-DBA
In this section the SLA-DBA algorithm is outlined. The core functionality of this 
algorithm is based on the P-DBA approach to manage the optimal allocation of 
available resources and good responsiveness to changing network conditions. In 
the SLA-DBA algorithm achieving different QoS for different types of traffic is the 
primary goal.
From the functionality point of view this approach consists of three steps. In the 
first phase the algorithm allocates bandw idth proportionally to the reported queue 
length. This is identical to the functionality of P-DBA. As mentioned in Section 5.2 
this approach gives no protection of traffic parameters. In order to secure a right 
amount of bandwidth for every queue, in the second stage the constraints agreed 
in the SLA are taken into account. A pseudo code for SLA-DBA is presented in 
Figure 5.2.
Let Qi(j) be the number of bytes reported in queue j  by ONU i and j3f(J )  is the 
number of bytes allocated to this queue in step k of the algorithm. The number of 
bytes that can be sent in a particular granting cycle is given by /3 M which m ust honor 
the constraints:
where Tmm and z max are the minimum and maximum time of a granting cycle and 
Ci is the link capacity in bits per second.
In Phase I, the amount of assigned bandw idth to a particular queue can be ex­
pressed as:
Also in this step, the excess bandw idth p ex is calculated as the sum of bandw idth 
allocated to all low priority queues. At later stage this excess bandwidth is divided 
amongst the queues with higher priorities if the bandw idth allocated in the first 
phase was smaller than the expected minimum.
T .max (5.4)
(5.5)
Let y™in{j) and be the minimum and maximum number of bytes guar-
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:STEP I 
R equire: 3 0 /  >  0
for i =  0 to Onu do  
for j  — 0 to Queue do  
Req<=Req+Qi(j) 
e n d  for 
e n d  for
for i =  0 to Onu do
for j  =  0 to Queue d o
#(/)<*= 1 /R e q -Q tU Y F ™  
e n d  for 
e n d  for 
:STEP II
for / =  0 to Onu do
for j  = 0 to Queue do
¡f M U )  -  i T U )  >  0 then  
Pl'U)  «= tT U )  
p a ^ p a + i p f { j ) - y r u ) )en d  if
if 0 ¡ 0 )  > y?inU ) U ) ^ P ! U )  < Y?mU) then
Pl'U) <= P !U)e n d  if
if P j(j) < t nU)  th en  
if p ex- y ? in{j) > 0 t h e n
Pi'iJ) <= T f U )p « <=p e x _ 1f b , (j )
e lse
Pl'U) <= PlU)e n d  if 
e n d  if 
end  for 
end  for:STEP III 
if fiex > 0 then
for i =  0 to Onu do
for j  =  0 to Queue do
P!"U) <= P"(J)+ P ^ - ^ S m
en d  for 
en d  for 
en d  if
Figure 5.2: Pseudocode of SLA-DBA Scheduler.
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anteed to a particular queue. In the Phase II the constraints given in the SLAs are 
applied to all high and medium priority classes. Three distinct situations have to be 
considered at this stage:
1- Pi (j ) > y ^ ^ U )  ~ Assigned bandw idth has exceeded the amount promised in 
the SLA. The bandw idth allocated to a particular queue is thus reduced to
P l ’ U )  =  y T U ) -
2. Pj (j ) > y^mU) and P!(j ) < T ^ U )  ~ Requested bandwidth is within the limits 
of the SLA. No changes are made and PfJ(j) = P j(j )
3. P j(j ) < -  In a situation where there is enough of excess bandwidth p ^  
the allocated bandw idth is equal to y^in(j) ' Otherwise the amount of the allo­
cated bandw idth does not change.
Bandwidth that is not allocated during the second phase is shared amongst all 
queues in Phase III. The am ount of bandw idth assigned to a queue is expressed as:
aex
M I I U ) = P i I U ) + - ^ j ) (5-6)
After obtaining the new bandw idth allocations for every queue the new trans­
mission windows are assigned. The size of a new transmission window is calculated 
from (5.7) where t (n) is the length of the cycle as calculated from (4.1).
«>,W(/) =  T ( n ) - = ^ j f c  (5-7)I  i j P i U )
5.5 SLA aware Adaptive DBA
Analysis of the structure of SBA and P-DBA algorithms leads to a different approach 
to the problem. As shown earlier in the SBA algorithm a fixed amount of bandwidth 
is allocated to a class of traffic. Conversely, P-DBA is quick to react to the chang­
ing conditions as the bandwidth allocation is based solely on reports received from
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ONUs. In an effort to incorporate positive aspects of both SBA and P-DBA in one 
approach the A-DBA algorithm was designed.
In order to achieve the best performance it is assumed that the amount of as­
signed bandw idth is dependent on the reported length of a queue. To emulate the 
level of QoS support offered by the SBA, the maximum allowable bandw idth that 
can be assigned to the queue was introduced. The am ount of allowable bandwidth 
is subject to off-line negotiations between the customer and network provider and 
is set in the SLA. The parameters in the SLA are chosen in a way such that as long 
as a particular source transmits packets at a rate lower than the maximum, they are 
guaranteed to be forwarded w ithout an additional delay. If the source exceeds the 
agreed maximum rate then its packets will be sent at the maximum allowed rate and 
surplus data will be buffered until the source decreases its rate below the maximum 
rate or other sources have no data to send.
As in previous sections, let Q^j be the queue length in bytes reported for queue 
j  by ONU i in granting cycle n. Let ¡5¡nJ  be a number of bytes assigned in granting 
cycle n and f i”7™ the maximum number of bytes that can be sent by a particular 
queue in one cycle. The granting cycle time t (n) is dependent on the total amount 
of bandw idth allocated to the queues and is given by (5.8) . Time x{n) can not be 
longer than Tmax which is calculated from (5.9).
The block diagram of the A-DBA algorithm is shown in Figure 5.3. Based on 
values obtained from the scheduler the OLT calculates new transmission windows 
from (5.10) , where r («), as in the previous section, is the length of the cycle as 
calculated from (4.1).
(5.8)
(5.9)
(5.10)
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Figure 5.3: Block Diagram of the A-DBA Algorithm.
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter the architecture of different algorithms based on centralized inter and 
intra-ONU bandwidth allocation were presented:
• Well known SBA and P-DBA algorithms were adapted to the centralized en­
vironment. As the functionality of these algorithms is well known, the results 
recorded for them can be used to benchmark the newly proposed algorithms.
• The centralized version of SP-DBA algorithm was also presented in this sec­
tion. This well known solution is often employed as a default per hop behav­
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ior in EPONs. It is important to show that the centralized approach can be at 
least as flexible as the distributed inter- and intra-ONU allocation scheme. It 
is thought that the comparison between the results recorded for both versions 
of SP-DBA could show that the performance of centralized version would be 
similar.
• A new SLA-DBA algorithm was proposed in this section. This three step al­
gorithm is based on the P-DBA scheme. The existing approach was enhanced 
and extra functionality was added to enable support for SLAs.
• The new A-DBA algorithm was also outlined in this section. This algorithm 
is based on the SBA scheme. The algorithm tries to maintain the same level 
of support for SLA in different traffic conditions by assigning some maximum 
transmission window size to every class of traffic.
All algorithms presented in this section are independent from the cycle length and 
they operate on relative values. The calculated sizes of transmission windows must 
be scaled to the absolute length of the polling cycle. Such an approach guaran­
tees that the change in the cycle length will not affect the functionality of the al­
gorithms.
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Simulator
The architecture of PONs is simple and straightforward, yet it eludes mathematical 
analysis and no models which produce accurate results have been developed. This 
is primarily a result of complex dependencies between packet delays, the polling 
cycle length and the choice of bandw idth allocation method. Thus, the analysis of 
EPON's behavior presented in the literature is based on simulation techniques and 
it was decided to follow the same path in this thesis.
6.1 Method of Choice
Simulating high speed networks is not a trivial problem and some questions regard­
ing the performance and time scale of the experiments must be considered. At the 
early stages of the research, it was decided to build a custom EPON simulator and 
not to use currently available tools like NS-21 or OPNET2. The main reason was 
performance. Both simulation packages offer a wide functionality and can be used 
to model a variety of problems. However, this functionality puts a strain on the 
performance of the system, particularly where high speed connections are under 
investigation. This is because even a short simulation period requires generation 
of an enormous number of events that must be processed. As packets flows over 
1 Gbps links have to be simulated the estimated number of events, even in the sim­
plest experiment, can exceed 400,000 per one second of simulated real time. In such 
a situation, with a streamlined tool where only bare functionality is implemented,
1http://www.isi.edu.pl/nsnam
2http: / / www.opnet.com
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more complex and demanding experiments can be created and executed in a shorter 
period of time.
Another factor that influenced the decision to implement a custom simulator 
was objective problems with NS-2 and OPNET. As no PON modules were present 
at the time, their development would demand an in-depth knowledge of the archi­
tecture of the simulation tools. This is especially true in the case of NS-2, which is 
distributed as Open Source software. Different people have contributed sections of 
code, and therefore to gain a sufficient working knowledge of the software package 
would require substantial amount of time. In case of OPNET, which is distributed 
by OPNET Technologies, Inc. prohibitive pricing and complex licensing issues were 
the limiting factors and it was decided to implement the simulator in C++.
6.2 Simulator Architecture
The best definition of simulation is offered by Banks in [76]:
S i m u l a t i o n  i s  t h e  i m i t a t i o n  o f  t h e  o p e r a t i o n  o f  a  r e a l - w o r l d  p r o c e s s  o r  s y s t e m  
o v e r  t i m e .
Simulation as a problem solving method is an especially important and indis­
pensable part of the analysis of m odem  communication systems, where dependen­
cies between different parts of the system are hard to grasp and elude other forms of 
analysis [76-80]. Building a simulation experiment relies on a detailed model of the 
system under investigation. The model must describe the real entity with enough 
accuracy to include all important relationships. On the other side, excessive com­
plexity of the model might obscure the analyzed problem and a large number of 
events might lead to slow performance.
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6.2.1 Model
During the design phase it was decided that the adoption of a discrete event- 
scheduling method of simulation was the best way to implement the EPON's func­
tionality. The decision was based on following factors:
• Event-driven simulation allows the behavior of the investigated system to be 
shown over a long period of time. This is extremely important as capturing 
the flow of packets in the network is essential.
• The life cycle of a packet in the system can be described in terms of discrete 
events, e.g. packet arrival at the queue, packet departure from the queue, 
packet arrival at the OLT, etc.
• The time in the system is advanced from one event to another. New events are 
scheduled as a result of the processing of other events that have occurred and 
been dispatched earlier. This implies that no change in the state of the system 
is allowed in between the scheduled events.
6.2.2 Structure
One of the main steps in designing a simulator is to analyze the performance of the 
system that is under investigation and to represent it as a network of independent 
entities that cooperate with each other and communicate by means of discrete mes­
sages. Such a representation simplifies the process of modeling and allows for better 
understanding of the system [76,77]. At this stage of building the EPON simulator 
three type of entities were distinguished as being crucially important:
OLT From the simulation point of view two aspects of the OLT functionality, band­
w idth allocation and time slot scheduling, have to be modelled in detail.
ONU The model describing an ONU must provide mechanisms for efficient han­
dling of packet arrival, queueing and departures from the queues.
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USER The user's functionality is limited to periodical generation of data packets 
that enter the system with some arbitrary distribution of inter-arrival times.
In a real network the communication between all units is carried out by means 
of packets with their arrival and departure triggering some specific actions. Thus, 
it is convenient to model the cooperation of modules in the simulator as a set of 
discrete events. Such a representation simplifies the modeling of different types of 
delays that might affect the time a packet spends in the system. A schematic of the 
relationship between the main entities and flow of events is depicted in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Main Entities and Flow of Events in the Simulator Model.
6.3 Flow of Events
Implementing a discrete event simulator involves the periodical processing of events 
generated by different entities in the system. When a new event is created, the time 
of its execution is set and it is added to a queue which maintains a chronological 
order of all unprocessed events. The event at the head of this queue is always pro­
cessed next.
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6.3.1 Description of Events
Analysis of Figure 6.1 reveals that only four main events are used in the EPON 
simulator:
•  G ate
•  R e p o r t
•  Pa c k e t  A r r iv a l
•  Pa c k e t  D e p a r t u r e
In processing of G ate  events the functionality of the OLT must be replicated as 
closely as possible. Based on information received during processing of R e p o r t  
events, new time slots are calculated and notification is sent to respective ONUs. 
Adoption of object oriented objective programming techniques such as polymor­
phism and inheritance allows the implementation of different scheduling algorithms 
without introducing changes to the core functionality of the simulator. An a result 
the functionality of the simulation module and the OLT module are independent 
from each other. When all activities connected with processing of the current G ate  
event are completed the next G ate  event is scheduled and added to the event queue. 
R e p o r t  and Pa c k e t  D e p a r t u r e  events are also scheduled at this time. The purpose 
of the R e p o r t  event is to mark the time when an ONU should notify the OLT about 
its queue lengths.
The lifetime of a packet in the system is limited by Pa c k e t  A r r iv a l  and Pa c k e t  
D e p a r t u r e  events. On the Pa c k e t  A r r iv a l  event, a new packet arrives from a source 
to an ONU and enters one of the queues depending on its class. In the case where 
the packet arrives to an empty queue and the time slot assigned to that queue has 
not yet ended, an instance of the Pa c k e t  D e p a r t u r e  event for this packet is created. 
Otherwise the packet is buffered. After the Pa c k e t  A r r iv a l  event is processed, the 
arrival of the next packet from the same source is scheduled.
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The packet is removed from the system on the Pa c k e t  D e p a r t u r e  event. The 
total time it has spent in the system is recorded for further statistical analysis pur­
poses. In the simulated EPON system a packet can only leave the system in a situa­
tion when the following conditions are met:
• The packet is at the head of the queue.
• The time slot for a given queue has started and it will not end before the trans­
mission of the whole packet currently at the head of the queue is completed.
The next Pa c k e t  D e p a r t u r e  event is only scheduled if the previous packet was sent. 
Otherwise packets must wait for the next time slot. The example of flow of events 
in the simulated EPON system is presented in Figure 6.2.
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Time Event Type Onu.Queue Description/Action Scheduled Time
0000 Pa c k e t  A r r iv a l 0:0 0005
0000 Pa c k e t  A r r iv a l 0:1 0008
0000 Pa c k e t  A r r iv a l 1:0 0016
0000 Pa c k e t  A r r iv a l 1:1 0014
0000 G ate 0:0 Time slot duration 10
0:1 Time slot duration 10
1:0 Time slot duration 10
1:1 Time slot duration 10
0:0 R e p o r t 0010
0:1 R e p o r t 0020
1:0 R e p o r t 0030
1:1 R e p o r t 0040
0:0 Pa c k e t  D e pa r tu r e 0000
0:1 Pa c k e t  D e pa r tu r e 0010
1:0 Pa c k e t  D e pa r tu r e 0020
1:1 Pa c k e t  D e p a r tu r e 0030
0:0 G ate 0040
0000 Pa c k e t  D e pa r tu r e 0:0
0005 Pa c k e t  A r r iv a l 0:0 Packet size 2
0:0 Queue
0:0 Pa c k e t  D e p a r tu r e 0005
0:0 Pa c k e t  A r r iv a l 0009
0005 Packet  D eparture 0:0 Calculate delay
0:0 Pa c k e t  D e p a r tu r e  0:0 0007
0007 Pa c k e t  D e pa r tu r e 0:0
0008 Pa c k e t  A r r iv a l 0:1 Packet size 4
0:1 Queue
0:1 Pa c k e t  A r r iv a l 0011
0009 Pa c k e t  A r r iv a l 0:0 Packet size 4
0:0 Queue
0:0 Pa c k e t  A r r iv a l 0013
0010 R e p o r t 0:0 1 packet
0010 Pa c k e t  D e pa r tu r e 0:1 Calculate delay
0:1 Pa c k e t  D e pa r tu r e 0014
0011 Pa c k e t  A r r iv a l 0:1 Packet size 3
0:1 Queue
0:1 Pa c k e t  A r r iv a l 0017
Figure 6.2: Sample Flow of Events.
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6.3.2 Processing of Events
The discrete event method of simulation requires that events be created in logical 
and chronological order. Events arriving out of sequence can affect the generated 
output. The simulator used to test EPONs has been designed to minimize the pos­
sibility of such an out of sequence event occurring. Only when one event has been 
processed can new events be added to the priority queue. The simulation progresses 
as system time advances from one event to another and it is run for as long as there 
are events in the queue or the simulation time has not expired. The schematic dia­
gram of the event processing loop is presented in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3: Events Processing Loop.
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6.4 Traffic Sources
Probably the most important part of every simulator is the pseudo random gener­
ator. It is used to generate the numbers used to indicate the arrival of new events 
and their duration. The most common method to obtain a pseudo random sequence 
of numbers with an arbitrary distribution is based on finding a solution to (6.1) , 
where F ~ x is the inverse of a distribution function and u is a random variable such 
thatO < u < 1 [81-83].
x  = F ~ \u )  (6.1)
On the other hand a problem remains of finding a good generator producing "ran­
dom" numbers which are uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. The most common 
method to generate pseudo-random sequences is the Linear Congruential Method 
(LCG) method, where the computation of the successive random number is based 
on the previous numbers [82]. The negative effect of such an approach is that gen­
erator is periodic. After sufficiently long sequence the generator will get back to its 
starting point and the numbers will start repeating. Generators with too short cycles 
are unacceptable in demanding simulation experiments as the correlation between 
generated numbers can affect the outcome of the experiment.
In the EPON simulator a family of generators used by Kramer3 et al. was incor­
porated. As many ideas presented in this dissertation are alternative to the approach 
advocated by Kramer et al. it seemed reasonable to build the simulator on similar 
foundations. This ensures that the results are comparable with each other in terms 
of the structure and properties of generated traffic.
The adopted generators use the "Mersenne Twister" algorithm described by 
Makoto Matsumoto and Takuji Nishimura [84], and are implemented by Richard 
J. Wagner to obtain uniformly distributed numbers between 0 and 1. As shown 
in [84,85] the "Mersenne Twister" algorithm has extremely good "randomness" and 
a short execution time. As its cycle length can be as high as 219937 — 1 it is highly
3http: /  /  w w w csif.cs.ucdavis.edu /  ~ k ra m e r/c o d e / trf_gen2.html
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improbable that the generated numbers will start repeating during a simulation.
The adopted generators allow the generation of packet streams with three differ­
ent distributions of interarrival times:
Exponential The distribution of interarrival times is given in (6.2) , where X is 
the mean interarrival time and t is time between adjacent arrivals [86]traffic 
sources.
D { x ) = \ - e ~ Xt (6.2)
Exponential distribution of interarrival times is probably most widely adopted 
in queuing theory and interarrival times in the Poisson arrival process are ex­
ponentially distributed. The exponential distribution has a property of being 
memoryless, which means that the future events are not dependent on the past. 
The inverse function F ~ x (u) is given by (6.3).
F ~ l (u) = — y l n l  — u (6.3)
Pareto It was shown in [73-75,87,88] that the traffic in m odem  data networks can 
be described by the terms "self-similarity" and "long-range dependent". Self­
similarity of traffic means that traffic patterns are similar to each other irrespec­
tive of the time scale. A process that is long-range dependent can be described 
by a stochastic process with a heavy-tail distribution. One of the key features 
of such processes, is that their variance is infinite. In the long-range depen­
dent process rare events contribute significantly to the final outcome and their 
presence can not be neglected in the analysis [89]. The probability function of 
a random variable that has a heavy-tailed distribution must obey (6.4).
Pr{Z > x} ~  cx~a , x  —> °° (6.4)
where 0 < a  < 2 and c is a positive constant. It was shown in [73] that a set of 
sources with Pareto distribution (6.5) can be used to model self-similar and 
long-range dependent traffic.
/ i \  a
D(x) = 1 — ( -  ) , b < x (6.5)
x
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The inverse function F  1 (w) used for generating random  numbers with Pareto 
distribution is given in (6.6) .
F ~ \u )  =  (1 — w)-1/c (6.6)
Constant In this distribution the interarrival times are constant. This type of gener­
ator is used to model services that dem and a Constant Bit Rate (CBR) such as 
some video and voice streaming applications [90,91].
The results of generator tests and sample traffic characteristics are presented in 
Figures 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6. It can be seen that Pareto source is the only one that shows 
self-similarity. Traffic from other sources, although very bursty for small timescales, 
becomes very even for larger timescales.
0 100 200 300 400 500
Samples
(a) sampling period 0.0001 s
100 200 300 400
Samples
(b) sampling period 0.01 s
100 200 300 400 500
Samples
(c) sampling period 1 s
Figure 6.4: Generated Traffic with Exponential Interarrival Times.
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f  10.0
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(a) sampling period 0.0001 s
100.0 k
$ 80.0 k
60.0 k
100 200 300 400 500
Samples
(b) sampling period 0.01 s
0 100 200 300 400 500
Samples
(c) sampling period 1 s 
Figure 6.5: Generated Traffic with Pareto Interarrival Times.
0 100 200 300 400 500
Samples
(a) sampling period 0.0001 s
100 200 300 400 500
Samples
(b) sampling period 0.01 s
100 200 300 400 500
Samples
(c) sampling period 1 s 
Figure 6.6: Generated Traffic with Constant Interarrival Times.
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6.5 Simulator Validation
The validation of the simulator is an important part of the design [76,77]. In this 
section the approach is described that was adopted to ensure that the general archi­
tecture of the EPON simulator is correct and gives accurate results.
As bandw idth assignment in a downstream direction in EPON is based on the 
TDMA method, it was decided to compare the output from the generator with a 
mathematical model of such a network given in [71]. Let M  be the number of ONUs 
that share the same channel with rate R bits per second and let all ONUs send pack­
ets of length X  The times between packets arrival to the same ONU are independent 
of each other and have exponential distribution with mean A in packets per second. 
Hence, they create a Poisson process. To simplify the analysis let assume that the 
length of a single transmission window is equal to the length of the packet. Thus, in 
any cycle an ONU can send only one packet. Based on this assumption, the length 
of the cycle is calculated from (6.7).
• The waiting delay, which is the time that ONU spends waiting for its turn to
• The queuing delay equal to the time a packet spends in a buffer.
To calculate the queueing delay the model of the TDMA network presented in Fig­
ure 6.7 was considered where every ONU was modeled as an independent and sep­
arate M /D/X  queue where A is the mean arrival rate.
The average queueing delay in the TDMA system is given by (6.8) [71,86] where 
x is the average service time calculated from (6.9).
From analysis of the TDMA scheme it can be noted that there are three main factors 
contributing to the total delay of a packet in the system:
• The packet transmission time, which is equal to
send data. On average the w aiting delay is equal to
(6.8)
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M X
~R~ (6.9)
Hence, the average delay in the system can be presented as a sum of the trans­
mission, waiting and queueing delay and calculated from (6.10) .
X  M X  X M  pT = -  + —  + H (6.10)R 2R R 2(1 —p)
To simulate such the TDMA network a following experiment was created:
• A number of ONUs were connected to the OLT in the tree topology.
• All ONUs operated at the same rate and are equally important.
• The packet size was fixed and equal to hence only one packet was sent per 
cycle.
• Packets inter arrival times were exponentially distributed.
All other parameters native to the Ethernet architecture that could affect the 
validation process such as: guarding times, Interframe Gap (IFG) and link 
propagation time were set to zero.
■>> A
1
■X 2
- X  3
R_
M
R_
M
R_
M
M
R_
M
Figure 6.7: The TDMA model.
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Comparison of simulation experiments and analytical results for various param ­
eters of M  and X  are shown in Figure 6.8. From the diagrams it can be concluded that 
there is a good correlation between the model and simulation experiments. Small 
inaccuracies exist but this is to be expected as the generators used are only an ap­
proximation of the ideal system. Moreover, due to their functionality, the total load 
can only be estimated from the number of generated packets. As this number is 
highly random only coarse values can be obtained. Despite those problems, the 
biggest difference between theoretical and simulated values did not exceed 0.5 ms. 
In Figure 6.9, the differences in results for the simulation and model are shown. It 
can be observed that the error values follow a similar pattern for different experi­
ments. Moreover, similar values are recorded. This allows an estimate of the error 
that is introduced by the simulator. In Figure 6.9, the relative error values are com­
pared. It can be seen that, as in the previous comparison, the values do not show 
dependence on the setup of the experiments.
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-© - M=24,X=1500. Simulation 
•  M=24, X=1500, Analysis
a  m =48, X=1500, Simulation
a  M=48,X=1500, Analysis
M=24. X=500, Simulation 
M=24, X=500 , Analysis 
M=48, X=500, Simulation 
M=48, X=500 . Analysis
(a) sim ulation tim e 2 m s
M=24, X=1500. Simulation 
M=24, X=1500, Analysis 
M=48, X=1500, Simulation 
M=48, X=1500, Analysis
^  M=24, X=500 , Simulation
▼ M=24, X=500 , Analysis
O M=48, X=500 , Simulation
♦  M=48, X=500 , Analysis
(b) sim ulation tim e 60 m s
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Utilization
-O - M=24, X=1500, Simulation 
•  M=24, X=1500, Analysis
M=48, X=1500, Simulation 
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v  M=24, X=500 , Simulation
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(c) sim ulation tim e 600 ms
Figure 6.8: Results Validation for Different Simulation Times.
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Figure 6.9: Difference and Relative Error Comparison.
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6.6 Conclusion
The simulation method is best suited to measure the performance of the proposed 
centralized framework. Modelling the complex behavior of EPONs requires that the 
flow of all packets and timing between modules is depicted with great accuracy. In 
a situation like this discrete event simulation is the only choice.
The architecture of the simulator that was presented in this chapter was designed 
to achieve the best performance, hence the lack of a complicated user interface. As 
it is based on Standard Template Library the code can be recompiled and run on 
different platforms.
The random number generators are the heart of the simulation. In the approach 
presented in this thesis all possible precautions were taken to ensure that errors in­
troduced by psudo-random sources are minimalized. This was achieved by incorpo­
rating a state of the art random "Mersenne Twister" generator designed by Makoto 
Matsumoto and Takuji Nishimura [84]. This generator offers superior performance 
to other well known approaches.
In every experiment it is crucial to validate the achieved results. The accuracy 
of results generated by the simulator was validated by comparison with the results 
obtained from the mathematical model of TDMA system. The figures presented in 
this chapter show that there is a good correlation between the simulator and the 
model. They indicate that the differences between recorded results do not depend 
on the experiments setup, neither they depend on the length of the simulation. This 
allows to calibrate the simulator to compensate for its imperfections.
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Simulation Experiments and Results
Evaluation of the ideas presented in this dissertation requires a number of carefully 
planned experiments. In this chapter these experiments are described in detail and 
the measured results are shown. The outcome of all experiments is discussed in 
detail and general conclusions are drawn.
7.1 Simulator Setup
7.1.1 General Architecture
During the simulation experiments, the network is connected in a tree topology, 
as this kind of setup is the most common and also the only one accepted in the 
standard [37]. The maximum link capacity was 1 G bit/s, even though 1.25 G bit/s 
is endorsed in the EPON specification. The difference is a result of adopting the 
8b / 10b channel encoding scheme, which decreases bandwidth utilization by 20%.
The experiments were performed for a network of 16 ONUs. Every ONU had 
three separate queues with independent buffering space assigned to different classes 
of traffic, each with an independent buffering space. The maximum queue length 
was equal to 10 Mbits. The guarding interval between time slots allocated to differ­
ent ONUs was equal to 1 ^s in accord with the existing standard [37]. Interframe 
Gap (IFG) between Ethernet frames was used to model the flow of frames as closely 
as possible to the reality. The standard value of IFG for different architectures of 
Ethernet networks is equal to 96 bits [37,92,93]. A summary of experimental setup 
is shown in Table 7.1.
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All algorithms were tested in normal conditions and in congested networks. In 
normal conditions the offered load was smaller than the maximum link capacity. 
During simulations of congested systems the offered load was significantly larger 
than the maximum link capacity.
Table 7.1: Simulation Experiments Parameters.
Parameter Name Value
Link speed 1 G bit/s
Network topology tree
Number of ONUs 16
Number of queues per ONU 3
Inter-Frame Gap (IFG) 96 bits
Guarding time 1 ¡is
7.1.2 Traffic Models
In the simulation experiments it is important to model traffic accurately to guar- 
antee that the obtained results can be applied to a real system. As the main goal 
was to measure the level of support of the centralized approach for classes of traf­
fic with different QoS requirements, tests of the EPON system were performed for 
three different traffic mixtures. Traffic assigned to the high priority class was cre­
ated from packets generated by sources with exponential or constant interarrival 
time distribution and its volume was generally smaller than the volume of medium 
or low priority traffic. Packets belonging to medium and low priority traffic were 
mainly generated by sources with Pareto distributed interarrival times, although 
other types of sources were also used. The proportions of high, medium and low 
priority traffic in the different Traffic Mixtures (TMs) are shown in Table 7.2.
To measure the influence of types of traffic sources on the performance of the 
proposed algorithms the experiments were carried out for three different scenar­
ios, where the mixture of traffic in the network consisted of packets coming from a
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number of sources with different packet interarrival time distributions. The details 
regarding the type and number of sources in different Source Sets can be found in 
Table 7.3.
7.1.3 Simulation Time
Due to the complexity of the simulated system and the speed at which the link was 
operating the duration of simulations was fairly limited. In all experiments the sim­
ulated period of time was equal to 2 seconds. Over this interval, for loads equal 
to the maximum link capacity, the estimated number of generated packets reached 
350,000. This made the simulation long enough to capture the behavior of tested 
algorithms and at the same a simulation could finish in an acceptable period. The 
network was initialized during first the 5 % of the simulation time to make sure 
that the impact of initial conditions on the final outcome could be neglected. In the 
last 5% of the simulation no new packets were generated to make sure that packets 
queued could leave the system.
Table 7.2: Traffic Mixtures.
Traffic Mixture Class of TrafficEF AF BE
TM 1 20% 40% 40%
TM 2 10% 60% 30%
TM 3 33% 33% 33%
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Table 7.3: Traffic Sources Setup in Different Scenarios.
(a) Source Set I
Class of Service Source N um ber Source Type Packet Length(bytes)
EF 10 Exponential 70
5 100
5 500AF Pareto5 1000
5 1500
5 100
5 500BE Pareto5 1000
5 1500
(b) Source Set II
Class of Service Source N um ber Source Type Packet Length(bytes)
EF 10 Exponential 70
5 100
5 500AF CBR5 1000
5 1500
5 100
5 500BE CBR5 1000
5 1500
(c) Source Set III
Class of Service Source N um ber Source Type Packet Length(bytes)
EF 10 Exponential 70
5 100
5 500AF 5 Exponential 1000
5 1500
5 100
5 500BE 5 Exponential 1000
5 1500
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7.1.4 Service Level Agreements
Simulating the performance of SLA-DBA and A-DBA algorithms requires the use 
of SLAs which set the parameters describing the expected grade of service. The 
minimum and maximum values used here indicate the lower and upper limit of 
bandw idth that can be allocated to a given class. During the experiment these limits 
are calculated as a percent of the nominal rate set for a class of traffic in the TM used 
in the particular scenario. This ensured that TMs and SLAs were independent from 
each other.
Different SLAs were used to test the behavior of the SLA-DBA and A-DBA al­
gorithms and to measure the impact of parameters agreed in the contract on the 
algorithm's performance. In Table 7.4, the SLAs used during the simulation experi­
ments are presented.
Table 7.4: SLA Parameters for SLA-DBA and A-DBA Algorithms.
SLA-DBA
SLA 1 SLA 2 SLA 3
EF AF BE EF AF BE EF AF BE
min 100% 95% - 80% 80% - 50% 50% -
max 110% 100% - 100% 100% - 100% 100% -
A-DBA
max 130% 130% 40% 110% 110% 40% 100% 100% 100%
7.2 The Effects of Adaptive and Constant Polling Cycle 
Time
The length of the polling cycle is one of the most important factors influencing the 
overall performance of the EPON system. In this thesis Cyclic Polling with Adap­
tive Cycle Length scheme is proposed. This scheme offers functionality which is a
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compromise between the constant polling cycle proposed in [53] and the IPACT al­
gorithm proposed in [41]. In this section the effects that the polling time has on the 
recorded average delays and queue lengths are compared. The values used during 
this experiment are shown in Table 7.5. The results of the simulation experiments
Table 7.5: The Setup for the Cycle Comparison Experiment.
Parameter Description Value
Algorithm P-DBA
The maximum cycle length 2 ms, 5 ms, 15 ms, 30 ms
Traffic Mix TM3
Traffic Type 1
all classes assigned 5 sources with exponentially 
distributed interarrival times; the packet size is 
500 bytes
Traffic Type 2
all classes assigned 5 sources with Pareto dis­
tributed interarrival times; the packet size is 500 
bytes
Traffic Type 3 all classes assigned 5 sources with constant inter­arrival times; the packet size is 500 bytes
for Traffic Type 1 are shown in Figure 7.1. Results for other traffic types are shown in 
Appendix A. It can be observed from the results presented that the average delays 
recorded for the adaptive polling cycle scheme are generally lower in comparison 
to the results for the constant cycle. The difference becomes more obvious when the 
value of the maximum length of the polling cycle grows. An interesting effect can 
be observed where as the offered loads became heavy there was a sudden and sig­
nificant increase in the average delays is observed for all cases. It can also be noted 
that the recorded maximum delay for loads reaching the maximum link capacity 
decreased as the maximum length of the polling cycle was extended.
The explanation for this behavior lies in the bursty arrival of packets to queues. 
In the adaptive approach, the length of the cycle is calculated based on the infor­
mation received in the REPORT messages from ONUs. It is possible that in a given 
period of time the calculated length would be longer than-the maximum. When 
the length of the cycle is restricted, the amount of allocated bandwidth is smaller
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1ms, adaptive cycle 
1ms, constant cycle 
2ms, adaptive cycle 
2ms, constant cycle 
5ms, adaptive cycle
*  5ms, constant cycle 
--V- 15ms, adaptive cycle
■  15ms, constant cycle
A 30ms, adaptive cycle
•  30ms, constant cycle
1ms, adaptive cycle 
1ms, constant cycle 
2ms, adaptive cycle 
2ms, constant cycle 
5ms, adaptive cycle
5ms, constant cycle 
15ms, adaptive cycle 
15ms, constant cycle 
30ms, adaptive cycle 
30ms, constant cycle
(a) Average delay (b) Average queue length
Total load [%1
i 1ms, adaptive cycle
X 1ms, constant cycle
X 2ms, adaptive cycle
Q 2ms, constant cycle
O 5ms, adaptive cycle
a 5ms, constant cycle 
v  15ms, adaptive cycle
■  15ms, constant cycle
A 30ms, adaptive cycle
•  30ms, constant cycle
(c) Average cycle length
Figure 7.1: The Comparison of Cyclic Polling with Adaptive and Constant Cycle 
Time. Traffic Type 1.
than requested and superfluous packets have to be buffered until the next cycle. For 
small values of maximum cycle length it is more likely that the total amount of data 
is larger than the available bandwidth. Hence, its effect is stronger and manifests 
itself even for medium loads. As the cycle length lengthens there is more room for 
the temporary expansion of the polling cycle and more packets can be sent in a sin­
gle cycle. Since the delay introduced by the polling cycle contributes significantly 
to the total delay it is better to extend the cycle and accommodate the burst than to 
have a short cycle length and defer packets until the next cycle.
In the scheme with constant cycle a similar observations can be made. The situ­
ation here is even worse as the length of the cycle is fixed and there is no room for
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expansion. Hence, for small cycle lengths traffic is penalized more severely. As the 
length of the cycle increases, the effect was less visible. The packets are arriving over 
a longer period of time and the temporary variations do not have as big an impact 
on the decision about bandw idth allocation as for shorter cycle lengths.
Another issue that has to be considered in EPON systems is the dependency be­
tween the length of the cycle and the size of the control channel. This problem is 
especially visible in networks where the traffic patterns are asymmetrical (i.e. the 
downstream traffic is much larger than in the upstream direction.) In such networks 
the average delays will be low because the volume of traffic is small. As mentioned 
in Section 3.4.1, the results show that the execution of the scheduler happens more 
frequently and proportionally more bandw idth must be allocated to G a t e  messages. 
At the same time the volume of the downstream traffic is large and provisioning 
bandw idth to the control channel restricts the customers' traffic. A number of con­
clusions can be draw n from this scenario:
• It is hard to find an optimal solution as there is a tradeoff between average 
delay and the size of the control channel. Since it is difficult to find one per­
fect value that fits in all scenarios the length of the polling cycle should be 
dependent on current traffic conditions.
• The OLT should be able to control the minimum and maximum length of the 
polling cycle. In the situation described above it would be able for the OLT to 
increase the minimum cycle length and less bandw idth would be needed for 
the control channel. When the volume of traffic in the upstream direction is 
small, the decrease in QoS will be small.
• The mechanism responsible for adjustments to the cycle length should be in­
dependent from the bandw idth allocation algorithm.
The Cyclic Polling with Adaptive Cycle Length scheme proposed in this thesis not 
only gives lower average delays in comparison with the fixed polling cycle scheme 
but also permits adjustments to the maximum and minimum cycle length. Also,
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the functionality of all algorithms introduced in this thesis is independent from the 
cycle length and this gives freedom to the OLT to adapt the cycle length to current 
conditions.
Based on results shown in Figure 7.1 and draw n conclusions it was decided that 
for the clarity of the presentation only results of experiments for the Cyclic Polling 
with Adaptive Cycle Time scheme with the maximum cycle length equal to 5 ms 
will be presented in this thesis. As seen in Figure 7.1 for this value the maximum 
delays are two orders of magnitude smaller than for 1 ms long polling cycle. Further 
extending the length of the polling cycle did not improve the overall performance.
7.3 Grant M ultiplexing Scheme
The Grant Multiplexing scheme was introduced in this thesis as a way to improve 
QoS offered to jitter sensitive services, such as real time voice or video. The general 
mechanism of this scheme was outlined in Section 4.4. Here, the results of simula­
tion experiments are presented.
The jitter was measured calculated according to (7.1), where to is the beginning 
of cycle n  and tp  ^  is the beginning of the transmission window allocated to ONU i  
and queue j .
1  N
SN =  T, X  (*« “  *)2 where Xn = t0 “  ‘Pj(i) (7-l)7V n= 1
The results obtained for various proportions of high, medium and low priority 
traffic are presented in Figure 7.2 and also in Appendix B.
The recorded results show a strong correlation with previous expectations and 
it can be seen that the Grant Multiplexing scheme significantly reduces the jitter 
and some significant gains are achieved where schemes with both the adaptive or 
constant cycle length are used. The biggest improvement in a scenario where adap­
tive polling cycle was used (Figure 7.2(a)), was recorded for Traffic Type 2, where 
medium and low priority traffic was dominant. This again was as expected. As
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G  TM 2,G M off 
•  TM2. GM on
TM 3, GM off 
TM 3. GM on
(a) adaptive cycle length (b) constant cycle length
Figure 7.2: Jitter Comparison. Source Set I.
outlined in Section 4.4, the scheme was meant to reduce the impact of other bursty 
traffic on the QoS received by privileged classes by moving the slots assigned to 
them to the beginning of the cycle. Hence, as the most bandw idth is dedicated to 
classes carrying bursty traffic, the largest gains were recorded for Traffic Type 2.
In a situation where the length of the polling cycle is constant (Figure 7.2(b)) the 
gains are generally smaller than in the previous case. It can be seen than the biggest 
gains were recorded for the small and medium loads. For large loads, all classes are 
requesting their maximum and the variation in the size of the assigned transmission 
windows is small, resulting in smaller jitter.
The negative side of the Grant Multiplexing scheme is that more bandw idth is 
dedicated to the guarding intervals between time slots allocated to different ONUs. 
The amount of bandwidth that has to be sacrificed is dependent on the cycle length; 
the longer the cycle the smaller the proportion of bandw idth is lost. The comparison 
between bandw idth dedicated to the guarding bands and cycle length is shown in 
Table 7.6. It is clear that the longer the cycle length the proportionally less band­
width has to be dedicated to the guarding gaps.
The application of the Grant Multiplexing scheme in real situations should of 
course be based on a thorough analysis of the existing traffic patterns. In some 
situations this scheme will not be necessary as the gains will not justify worsened
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Table 7.6: Size of Guarding Gaps in Grant Multiplexing Scheme.
Cycle length Bandwidth Dedicated to Guarding Gaps
GM on GM off
2 ms 1.60% 0.80%
5 ms 0.64% 0.32%
15 ms 0.21 % 0.11 %
efficiency. But the decision about the application of Grant Multiplexing should be 
made by the network provider. In EPONs supporting the proposed G a te  message, 
introducing this mechanism is easy and it does not involve any cooperation from 
ONUs, leaving them unaware of the whole process.
7.4 The Performance of SBA and P-DBA Algorithms
The SBA and P-DBA algorithms are two extremes of bandw idth allocation. In SBA, 
the bandw idth is allocated based on some "off-line" agreement and the process does 
not take into account R e p o r t  messages received from ONUs. Conversely, in P- 
DBA, the decision about allocated bandw idth is based on information about the 
current queue length thus the size of the assigned transmission window can rad­
ically change from one cycle to another. Good understanding of SBA and P-DBA 
algorithms behavior and their performance in EPONs lays the foundation on top of 
which the improved bandw idth assignment methods can be built. Simulation exper­
iments were designed to show the behavior of the SBA and P-DBA under variable 
traffic conditions and for different traffic mixtures.
7.4.1 Normal Traffic Conditions
In a situation where the EPON is not congested, SBA and P-DBA show very different 
performance in terms of average delay and queue length. The comparison of the 
results recorded for these two algorithms is shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4.
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Total load [%]
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Total load [%]
(a) Expedited F orw arding (EF)
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Total load [%] Total load [%]
(b) AF
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Total load [%]
(c) BE
Total load [%]
Figure 7.3: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Traffic Mix 1. Source Set I. Maxi­
mum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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(a) TM  1 (b) TM  2
Total load [%]
(c) TM  3
Figure 7.4: Throughput Comparison. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
The SBA Algorithm
The general performance of the SBA algorithm depends on the amount of band­
width assigned to a given class of traffic or ONU. As long this value is larger than 
the requested amount of bandwidth the average delays will be small. On the other 
hand, if at some point the requested bandw idth is larger than the allocated band­
width the average packet delay will start growing very fast. This mechanism can be 
understood better when the results from different experiments are compared. From 
Figure 7.3(a), it is clearly seen that the EF class was allocated enough bandw idth 
to transmit all the buffered packets, hence the recorded average delays were small 
and constant for increasing loads. But if this situation is compared with the results 
obtained for TM 3, it is obvious that in this case the EF class of traffic experiences
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much worse QoS. Here, the allocated time slots were too short to empty the queues. 
As more EF traffic entered the system, the size of the allocated transmission window 
did not change and resulting increasing average delays. The experiments performed 
for other traffic sources showed that, although the average delays recorded in par­
ticular cases vary considerably (compare results for Source Set I and II), the general 
characteristics of the SBA algorithm remains the same.
In Figures 7.3(b) and 7.3(c), the so called "light load" phenomenon can be noticed 
for the SBA algorithm, where average delays recorded for the small loads are much 
larger than delays for the medium loads. The recorded results show that for 10% of 
link utilization the average delays can be 10 ms longer than for 30% of link utiliza­
tion. This paradox was first described by Kramer et al. in [50]. In the SBA algorithm 
with a variable polling cycle, the calculation of the total length of the cycle is based 
on the length of the queues reported by ONUs. When the load in the network is 
small, the majority of the queues are empty and the cycle length is short. But, with 
the static allocation, the queues are assigned some bandw idth even though they did 
not request any and the calculated length of the time slot is divided between all 
queues according to some arbitrary policy. In the case where a large packet is at the 
head of a queue, the assigned time slot might not be long enough to send it in one 
fragment and a particular queue is blocked until the size of the allocated transmis­
sion window is large enough to accommodate the obstructing packet. As the load 
increases, so does the length of the cycle; the allocated time slots are proportionally 
longer and obstruction is less likely.
The P-DBA Algorithm
The P-DBA algorithm allocates bandw idth in a dynamic manner and the size of a 
time slot assigned to a particular queue can vary considerably between cycles. This 
approach is especially suitable for medium and low priority data-oriented services, 
as they are generally bursty in nature and the volume of data traffic is much bigger. 
The results concur with this viewpoint. P-DBA with a constant polling cycle gives
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larger values of average delays in the EF class of traffic when compared to the SBA 
algorithm in the same configuration. Conversely, for Assured Forwarding (AF) and 
BE classes of traffic the recorded delays are much lower. This is because the band­
width is assigned proportionally to the reported queue length, which means that 
bandw idth is utilized more efficiently in comparison with the SBA algorithm and if 
one class requests less bandwidth, the other can be allocated more to compensate 
for a sudden burst. The negative side of this approach is that all classes are treated 
equally and worse QoS is delivered to high priority traffic in comparison with the 
SBA algorithm. Conversely, the functionality of the P-DBA algorithm does not per­
mit the "light load" phenomenon to happen, which results in much smaller delays 
recorded for the medium and large loads.
7.4.2 Algorithms' Performance in Congested Network
To measure the performance of the algorithms in congested networks an experiment 
was designed in which half of the sources were transmitting their data two times 
faster than the nominal rate. This resulted in the network being heavily congested. 
The performance of the SBA and P-DBA algorithms was measured in these condi­
tions. The sample results depicting the properties of both algorithms are shown in 
Figure 7.5 and 7.6. More results can be found in Appendix C.
Comparison of these two algorithms reveals that indeed, the P-DBA algorithm 
does not offer any guarantees. It is clearly seen that all classes of traffic receive the 
same QoS despite their transmission rate.
In contrast the SBA algorithm is able to offer guarantees. As the amount of band­
w idth assigned to a queue is fixed, traffic from sources transmitting at higher rates 
does not have an impact on the QoS received by classes of traffic from other sources. 
In comparison with the P-DBA scheme, the SBA algorithm, although less efficient 
from a bandw idth utilization point of view, guarantees that classes will receive the 
QoS that was agreed in the SLAs.
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I O N U s sending at the norm al rate II O N U s sending at the doubled  rate 
Figure 7.5: Average Delays Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic Mix 1.
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Figure 7.6: Average Queue Length Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic Mix 1
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7.4.3 Summary
In the sum m ary of this section it m ust be noted  that neither the P-DBA nor SBA 
algorithm s are perfect b u t both  of them  have features that are desirable in EPONs 
capable of supporting  the DiffServ architecture. The strong poin t of the P-DBA al­
gorithm  is very efficient bandw id th  utilization and it clearly outperform s its coun­
terpart. The proportional ban d w id th  assignm ent also prevents the "light load" phe­
nom enon from  happening.
O n the negative side, it tu rns ou t to be the m ain obstacle in im plem enting this 
algorithm  in DiffServ netw orks w here QoS agreed in SLAs m ust be guaranteed. As 
show n by the results of the experim ents w ith  the heavily congested system , the P- 
DBA algorithm  does not offer any assurances as no distinction is m ade betw een the 
good sources w hich transm itted  at their nom inal rate and  the bad  ones w hich w ere 
violating the agreem ent.
The situation is different in the SBA scheme. Due to a fixed bandw id th  assign­
m ent, the QoS delivered to a source of traffic is not affected by the volum e of traffic 
sent by other sources. This guaran tees that the classes will alw ays receive their 
prom ised service and  from  this v iew point the SBA algorithm  is m uch better suited 
for DiffServ-aware EPONs. The fixed bandw id th  assignm ent also has its negative 
sides. In com parison w ith the P-DBA algorithm  the u tilization of available resources 
is w orse and the "light load" phenom enon has a big im pact on delays recorded for 
small loads.
7.5 The Performance of the SP-DBA Algorithm
Priority scheduling is a very popu lar concept and different variations of this ap­
proach have been im plem ented in IP netw orks. Priority scheduling w as also in tro­
duced as an adm ission control m echanism  in EPONs [49,50,54-56]. To show  that 
both inter- and intra-O N U  scheduling can be done in the OLT it was decided to 
im plem ent the centralized version of the strict priority  scheduler, described in Sec­
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tion 5.3. In this section, the behavior of the SP-DBA algorithm  is analyzed.
To show  the positive and negative aspects of the SP-DBA algorithm  an experi­
m ent w as designed in w hich the transm ission rate of all ONUs w as gradually  in­
creased up  to 140 % of their nom inal rate. This resulted in a situation w here the 
netw ork w as severely congested. It w as anticipated that the low priority  classes 
w ould  be serviced w ith  a w orsening QoS as the load increased.
The results for Source Set I w ith  a m axim um  cycle length of 5 m s are presented in 
Figure 7.7. The results for other types  of sources are presented in A ppendix D. It can 
be seen that the general perform ance of SP-DBA is inline w ith  expectations. As the 
total load increases, the average delays get progressively longer. W hen the volum e 
of the load is equal to the link capacity, the QoS offered to the BE class of traffic is 
sacrificed and the average delays recorded for this class grow  rapidly. O n the other 
hand, the EF and AF classes of traffic do not experience w orse QoS. This situation 
lasts for as long as the volum e of traffic in the EF and AF classes is sm aller than the 
link capacity. W hen the com bined traffic in the EF and AF classes becomes larger 
than the link capacity, the AF class starts getting less bandw id th  and the delays 
recorded for m edium  priority packets are longer. This situation occurs w hen the 
volum e of the total load is around 130% for TM 2 and 3. For TM 1, w here the BE 
class of traffic constitu ted 40 % of the total load, this effect is only visible w hen the 
volum e of traffic is larger.
It has to be m entioned that only tw o seconds of real tim e were sim ulated in this 
experim ent. If the sim ulation time were longer, the recorded average delays for the 
BE and later for the AF class of traffic w ould also be larger as these queues w ould not 
be allow ed any bandw id th  and packets belonging to these classes w ould be buffered 
for the w hole duration  of the sim ulation.
Two things are obvious in the perform ance of the SP-DBA algorithm . Firstly, the 
traffic w ith the highest priority  will alw ays receive the best QoS. From this point 
of view such an approach is best for classes w ith very strong requirem ents. Sec­
ondly, it is hard to provide any guarantees regarding traffic properties, as the only
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Figure 7.7: SP-DBA Performance Comparison. Source Set I. Maximum Cycle
Length 5 ms.
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th ing that is know n precisely is the order in w hich the classes are served and it is 
hard  to predict the am ount of bandw id th  allocated to every queue. This property  
of the SP-DBA algorithm  m akes it hard  to create sensible SLAs, as the m inim um  
and the m axim um  am ount of bandw id th  cannot be determ ined w ith sufficient ac­
curacy. M oreover, in a situation w here one class of traffic is sending m ore data than 
it should, the QoS of all classes w ith  low er priorities w ill be affected and no m echa­
nism  can be provided  to penalize packets from  the non-com pliant queue.
A lthough the perform ance of the SP-DBA algorithm  in the centralized and  dis­
tribu ted  m ode is virtually the same, the form er has a certain advantage as updating  
the param eters affecting the behavior of the algorithm  can be done at one point. 
Hence, there is no need for a specialized protocol to control the ONUs w hich is 
the case in the d istributed approach. In the long term , ONUs w ith a simpler, m ore 
generic and robust architecture can be designed.
7.6 The SLA-DBA Algorithm
The functionality of the SLA-DBA algorithm  has been already presented in Sec­
tion 5.4. The algorithm  is based on the P-DBA approach because it achieved the 
best bandw id th  utilization as show n in Section 7.4.1. Here, the results of sim ula­
tion experim ents are shown. The experim ents were perform ed for different types of 
traffic. As earlier, only algorithm s w ith  a variable polling cycle were tested.
7.6.1 Performance in Normal Conditions
In this section the results of the experim ents are show n in a situation w here the total 
load seldom  exceeds the total link capacity. An exam ple of the perform ance of the 
SLA-DBA for Source Set I is show n in Figures 7.8, 7.9 and 7.10.
The results of experim ents for different types of sources and traffic mixes are 
included in A ppendix E. It is clearly seen that the general trend in the perform ance 
of the SLA-DBA algorithm  does not differ m uch from the perform ance of the P-DBA
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Figure 7.8: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Traffic Mix 1. Source Set I. Maxi­
mum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure 7.9: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Traffic Mix 2. Source Set I. Maxi­
mum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure 7.10: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Traffic Mix 3. Source Set I. Max­
imum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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algorithm . The EF and  AF classes of traffic receive better QoS for high loads at the 
expense of w orse QoS offered to the BE traffic. If the effects of the different the SLAs 
are com pared, it can be said that for the small and  m edium  loads, there is only a 
small difference. SLA-DBA und er SLA 1 has w orse perform ance for loads betw een 
70 % and  85 % of the total link capacity, b u t for larger loads the recorded delays are 
sm aller than  for SLA-DBA w ith  SLA 2 or SLA 3. The opposite can be said about 
the results recorded for SLA-DBA and SLA 3. It can be concluded from  presented 
d iagram s that num bers m easured for SLA-DBA w ith SLA 2 can be placed betw een 
the results recorded for SLA-DBA w ith  SLA 1 and  SLA 3. This is not a coincidence 
and it reflects the w ay the param eters w ere set in the SLAs in Table 7.4.
If the perform ance for the BE traffic is com pared, it can be seen that the average 
delays are the largest for SLA-DBA w ith SLA 1 and the sm allest for SLA-DBA w ith 
SLA 3. Again, the perform ance for SLA-DBA and  SLA 2 lies betw een these two.
In Figures 7.11 and 7.12, the recorded th roughpu t and average cycle length are 
com pared. It is clearly seen that P-DBA and SLA-DBA w ith  SLA 3 achieved better 
bandw id th  utilization than their counterparts. A lthough, here the cycle length does 
not affect the recorded average delays, it is w orth  pointing  out that the SLA-DBA 
w ith  SLA 3 has the shortest average cycle time, especially for very large loads. W hen 
the behavior of the SLA-DBA algorithm s is com pared w ith  SBA, sim ilar com m ents 
can be m ade as in the situation w here P-DBA w as com pared to SBA.
/V : /
 / :
SLA-DBA SLA 1 » SLA-OBA SLA 1
(a) Sources Set I (b) Sources Set II (c) Sources Set III
Figure 7.11: Cycle Length C om parison. Traffic Mix 1. M axim um  Cycle Length 
5 ms.
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(a) Sources Set I (b) Sources Set II (c) Sources Set III
Figure 7.12: T hroughput Com parison. Traffic Mix 1. M axim um  Cycle Length 
5 ms.
7.6.2 Performance in Congested Network
If SLA-DBA is to be im plem ented in DiffServ-aware EPONs, it should allocate guar­
anteed bandw id th  even du rin g  heavy congestion. The results of experim ents show  
that in a situation w here the total traffic is m uch bigger than the link capacity, the 
perform ance of the algorithm  depends on the SLA assigned to a particular class or 
traffic source. In Figure 7.13, the average delays and queue lengths for different 
SLAs are com pared. It can be seen that the best separation of traffic from  sources 
transm itting at the nom inal and double rate w as achieved by SLA-DBA and SLA 1, 
followed by SLA-DBA w ith SLA 2. Similar to the norm al traffic conditions, SLA- 
DBA w ith  SLA 3 w as w orst. It is interesting to point out that a lthough the average 
delays recorded for the sources sending at the nom inal rate were small, they started 
to grow w hen the total load increased above a certain level. As m entioned in Sec­
tion 5.4, the value of this level is dependent on the values set in the SLAs and the 
mix of traffic used. In particular, it w as sensitive to the proportion  of the BE traffic 
in the total load. For SLA 1 and TM 1, the volum e of BE traffic is large enough in 
proportion to the EF and AF traffic and no negative effects are visible. For the sam e 
SLA and TM 2, w here the volum e of the BE traffic is proportionally  smaller, very 
undesirable instabilities in the recorded results appear as show n in Figure E.20.
A nother negative effect p resent for very high loads is the consequence of the lim ­
ited size of the cycle length. As in congested netw orks w here the reported num ber 
of bytes is larger than the m axim um  num ber of bytes that can be sent in one cycle
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Figure 7.13: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Congested network. Traffic
Mix 1. Source Set I. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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and  all classes are assigned less bandw id th  than they requested. This leads to an 
increase in  the recorded delays even for the high priority  sources transm itting at the 
norm al rate.
These tw o negative effects can occur at the sam e time and lead to a situation 
w here the behavior the SLA-DBA algorithm  is hard  to predict for very large loads. 
It is very unlikely that this will be a concern to the netw ork provider. It is highly 
im probable that the situation w here the offered loads will reach 150% of the link 
capacity can persist.
The results of sim ulation experim ents carried out for other traffic proportions 
are included in A ppendix  E as they do not show  a major departure  from  the general 
trend.
7.6.3 Summary
The SLA-DBA algorithm  proposed in this thesis is an interesting choice as it enables 
EPONs to su pport the DiffServ architecture. It has been show n that by controlling 
the SLAs, the grade of service received by different sources can be regulated. The 
results presented  highlight its particularly  good perform ance for the loads not ex­
ceeding the m axim um  link capacity. In congested netw orks the algorithm  shows 
good properties and sources violating their SLAs receive m uch w orse QoS. The 
adoption of proportional bandw id th  assignm ent as a part of the SLA-DBA has a 
strong im pact on the general behavior.
• The sources that breach their contracts are not penalized enough. As their 
queues get longer, they request m ore bandw idth . As the SLA-DBA algorithm  
is based on the proportional bandw id th  assignm ent it reacts by assigning pro­
portionally m ore resources to non-com pliant queues. Obviously, this comes 
at the expense of sources staying w ithin  the limits. A lthough at later stages 
the algorithm  tries to rectify this situation, the non-com pliant sources has an 
advantage over other sources.
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• The proportional allocation in the SLA-DBA can be a source of fluctuations in 
QoS for some particu lar com binations of SLAs and  traffic mix. The param eters 
i ”in{j) and  y f ^ i j )  describing the m in im um  and  m axim um  bandw id th  allo­
cated to a queue m ust be chosen w ith  care as in som e cases w rong values can 
lead to unexpected behavior for very large loads. It m ust be ensured that there 
is enough excess bandw id th  in the system  that can be allocated to the m ore 
dem anding classes. O therw ise, the high priority  queues w hich happened  to 
be served tow ards the the end  of the allocation process receive substantially 
w orse QoS.
7.7 The Analysis of the A-DBA Algorithm
The architecture of the A-DBA algorithm  w as fully described in in Section 5.5. Its 
functionality differs significantly from P-DBA and SLA-DBA algorithm s w hich are 
based on proportional bandw id th  assignm ent and in its essence is m ore sim ilar to 
the SBA algorithm . D uring the sim ulation experim ents, various traffic conditions 
and m ixtures w ere used and again only algorithm s w ith  a variable polling cycle 
w ere tested.
7.7.1 Performance in Normal Conditions
In this section the results of the experim ents are show n for norm al conditions w here 
the total load does not exceed the total link capacity. The recorded average delays 
and queue lengths for Traffic Mix 1 are show n in Figure 7.14. More results can be 
found in A ppendix F.
It can be seen that the perform ance of the A-DBA algorithm  for small and m e­
dium  loads and  EF and AF traffic is com parable to the perform ance of the P-DBA 
algorithm . The im portan t difference is in the behavior of both  algorithm s for loads 
approaching the m axim um  link capacity. The average delays recorded for the 
A-DBA w ith  different SLAs were significantly low er than the values obtained for
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Figure 7.14: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Traffic Mix 1. Source Set I. Max­
imum Cycle Length 5 ms
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the P-DBA algorithm . W here, for A-DBA the m axim um  delay d id  not exceed 5 ms, 
it w as above 60 ms for the P-DBA algorithm .
The im proved perform ance for the EF and AF classes of traffic did  not result in 
w orse level of QoS for the BE traffic. This can be seen in Figure 7.14(c), w here the 
results recorded for A-DBA w ith  SLA 3 are com parable w ith  the results m easured 
for P-DBA.
If the perform ance of the A-DBA algorithm s is m easured against the SBA al­
gorithm  sim ilar patterns are observed and  generally the sam e conclusions can be 
d raw n as in the case of the P-DBA algorithm .
The th roughpu t com parison show n in Figure 7.15 reveals that the achieved b an d ­
w id th  utilization is not as good as that achieved by the P-DBA algorithm , bu t at the 
sam e time, it is better than that of the SBA algorithm .
(a) Sources Set I (b) Sources Set II (c) Sources Set III
Figure 7.15: Throughput Com parison. Traffic Mix 1. M axim um  Cycle Length 
5 ms.
The com parison of the average cycle length is presented in Figure 7.16. It can 
be pointed out that for small and m edium  loads the average cycle length of the A- 
DBA algorithm  is shorter than the average cycle length of the P-DBA algorithm . The 
opposite is true w hen the total load is close to the total link capacity. In this situation 
the cycle length approaches the allowable m axim um .
7.7.2 Performance in Congested Network
The rationale for im plem enting the A-DBA in DiffServ-aware EPONs requires that 
it show good perform ance and enforce agreed contracts w hen the traffic is heavy.
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The results of experim ents show  that, in a situation w here the total traffic is m uch 
bigger than  the link capacity, the perform ance of the algorithm  depends on the SLA 
assigned to the particular class or traffic source. In Figure 7.17 the average delays 
and  queue lengths for A-DBA w ith  different SLAs from  Table 7.4 are com pared. It 
can be seen that the EF class of traffic sources sending at their nom inal rate have low 
average delays for all SLAs. The differences betw een particular SLAs in this case are 
very small. C onversely the average delays m easured for sources that sent at double 
rate grow  steadily as the load increases.
The perform ance of the A-DBA algorithm  for the AF class of traffic is similar to 
its behavior for the EF class. Again, traffic from  sources sending at double rate is 
heavily penalized.
Extremely good perform ance for high and m edium  priority  traffic again comes at 
the expense of BE traffic, w hich suffers from large delays. Also the recorded average 
queue lengths are m uch longer than  for classes w ith  higher priorities.
The uniqueness of the A-DBA algorithm  lies in the fact that good protection of 
the traffic param eters is not achieved at the expense of the BE class of traffic. Al­
though in the case of A-DBA w ith  SLA 1 or SLA 2 the average delays recorded for 
the BE are large, this is because of the w ay the limits were set in the SLAs. At the 
exam ple of A-DBA w ith SLA 3, it can be show n that, even for the BE class of traffic, 
non-com pliant sources w ere severely penalized.
The results recorded for other experim ents are show n in A ppendix F, bu t they
• SBA 
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Figure 7.16: Cycle Length Com parison. Traffic Mix 1. M axim um  Cycle Length 
5 ms.
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do not reveal any major departu res from  the general trend.
7.7.3 Summary
The design of the A-DBA algorithm  w as based on the properties of the SBA al­
gorithm . As show n earlier, the SBA algorithm  provides good protection of traffic 
param eters agreed in the SLAs. In the A-DBA algorithm , the fixed allocation is re­
m oved as a source of poor ban d w id th  utilization. Instead an adaptive approach is 
used to dynam ically allocate bandw id th . As a result the A-DBA algorithm  show s 
good behavior und er norm al as w ell as heavy traffic conditions and  sources breach­
ing their SLAs do not affect the QoS received by classes staying w ith in  the limits. 
The results show  that the average delays recorded for sources that conform  to their 
SLAs are low and not longer than  the m axim um  cycle time. A lthough this could be 
a d isadvantage w hen the cycle tim e is long, it is show n in Section 7.2 that long cycles 
do not im prove the overall perform ance.
7.8 SLA-DBA and A-DBA Algorithms Comparison
In this section a com parison of the SLA-DBA and A-DBA algorithm s is presented. 
In Figure 7.18, the perform ance of both  algorithm s is d raw n side by side under the 
norm al traffic loads. The th roughpu t and average cycle length are com pared for 
both algorithm s in Figures 7.19 and  7.20 respectively. The analysis of the presented 
graphs reveals that a lthough the differences betw een the algorithm s are narrow, the 
A-DBA algorithm  gives sm aller average delays for large loads. This difference can 
be as m uch as 60 ms w hen the link is fully utilized. This trend is observed for all 
classes of service. The recorded queue lengths are generally longer for the A-DBA 
algorithm . On the other hand  it m ust be pointed  out that the grow th in queue length 
is more gradual and for the large loads the A-DBA algorithm  outperform s the SLA- 
DBA scheme. Also if the recorded th roughpu t is com pared it can be seen that the A- 
DBA algorithm s achieves slightly better results. The com parison of the perform ance
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Total load [%)
(a) EF
Total load [%]
Total load [%]
(c) BE
Total load [%)
Total load [%]
(b) AF
Total load [%]
I O N U s send ing at the norm al rate II O N U s send ing  at the doub led  rate
Figure 7.17: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic
Mix 1. Source Set I. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure 7.18: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Normal Conditions. Traffic
Mix 1. Source Set I. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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(a) Sources Set I (b) Sources Set II (c) Sources Set III
Figure 7.19: T hroughput C om parison. N orm al Conditions. Traffic Mix 1. M axi­
m um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
(a) Sources Set I (b) Sources Set II (c) Sources Set III
Figure 7.20: Cycle Length Com parison. N orm al Conditions. Traffic Mix 1. M axi­
m um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
of these tw o algorithm s in congested netw orks is show n in Figure 7.21.
It is hard  to conclude w hich algorithm  perform s better in congested netw orks. 
For SLA-DBA the difference betw een average delays recorded for com pliant and 
non-com pliant sources is strongly dependent on traffic mix, used SLA, class of traf­
fic. For exam ple for SLA-DBA, TM 1, SS I and SLA 1 the difference recorded for 
com pliant and non-com pliant sources can be betw een 200 and 250 ms for EF class 
of traffic. At the sam e time for SLA 2 and AF class of traffic the difference betw een 
com pliant and non-com pliant sources is betw een 50 and 100 ms. From this point of 
view it can be said that the A-DBA algorithm  has better perform ance as the traffic 
param eters and SLAs have sm aller im pact on QoS received by com pliant and non- 
com pliant sources. At the sam e tim e the A-DBA algorithm  can be outperform ed by 
the SLA-DBA algorithm  for som e SLAs. For exam ple in Figure 7.21(a) it is seen that 
SLA-DBA for SLA 1 gives average delays 5 ms shorter than given by A-DBA.
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Total load [%)
Total load [%]
(a) EF
Total load [%}
Total load [%)
(b) AF
Total load [%] Total load [%]
(c) BE
left O N U s sending at the norm al rate righ t ON Us sending at the doubled  rate
Figure 7.21: Average Delay Com parison. Congested N etw ork. Traffic Mix 1. Source 
Set I. M axim um  Cycle Length5 ms.
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7.9 Scalability of the Algorithms
A lthough the current standard  specifies that sixteen ONUs m ust be supported  by  
the OLT, m ore endpoints could be supported  as the quality of equipm ent im proves 
and  higher data rates are achieved. In this section the results of sim ulations for 
an EPON w ith  32 ONUs are shown. From Figure 7.22 it can be concluded that all 
algorithm s based on the centralized approach scale well as the num ber of ONUs 
increases. If the recorded results are com pared w ith  average delays m easured for 
a netw ork  w ith  16 endpoints it can be observed that in both  cases the general per­
form ance is similar. Obviously, as the num ber of ONUs increases m ore bandw id th
...... P-DBA r.A - SBA
--- (— A-DBA SLA 1
A-DBA SLA 2 •
A-DBA SLA 3 /
•A SLA-DBA SLA 1 /  <■
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Total load [%]
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Total load [%]
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(a) EF (b) AF
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Total load [%)
(c) BE
Figure 7.22: A lgorithm s perform ance com parison for netw ork w ith  32 ONUs
m ust be dedicated to the guarding gaps and hence packets experience larger de­
lays. This effect is especially visible for heavy loads w here the differences betw een
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recorded results can be of as m uch as 10 m s for high priority  traffic.
7.10 Chapter Summary
In this chapter the analysis of the perform ance of different schemes based on the 
centralized approach to bandw id th  allocation is presented.
• The effects of a new  polling m ethod w ith  the variable length of the polling cy­
cle, w hich w as in troduced  in Section 4.3, are outlined. It is show n that w ith  
Cyclic Polling w ith  A daptive Cycle Length significant im provem ents in QoS 
can be achieved and the recorded average delays are m uch low er in com pari­
son to other polling m ethods. In the new  scheme the OLT can easily adjust the 
size of the control channel. It is show n that this results in better perform ance 
of the system  in situations w here traffic in the dow nstream  and  upstream  di­
rections is asym m etric.
It w as observed that the short polling cycle resulted in large delays for the 
loads close to the link capacity. By extending the cycle length the m axim um  de­
lays can be reduced w ithou t w orsening the average delays recorded for small 
and  m edium  loads. It is show n that by m aking the cycle too long, no further 
im provem ents are obtained. Based on these conclusions it w as decided to per­
form  other experim ents only for the m axim um  cycle length.
• A G rant M ultiplexing schem e based on centralized bandw id th  allocation w as 
analyzed. It is show n that it offers significant im provem ent in the service given 
to classes w ith  stringent traffic requirem ents. This w as achieved by placing the 
tim e slots allocated to h igh priority  traffic at the beginning of the polling cycle. 
Presented results show  that at least order of m agnitude decrease in experi­
enced jitter can be achieved.
• The perform ance of the P-DBA and SBA m ethods w ith the proposed polling 
schem e is analyzed for norm al and congested netw orks. The results show
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that a lthough the P-DBA algorithm  gives best bandw id th  utilization it does 
no t offer any guarantees regarding the QoS delivered to the queues. On the 
contrary, the SBA m ethod show ed excellent su ppo rt for DiffServ b u t lacked 
good bandw id th  utilization.
• S im ulation experim ents for the SP-DBA algorithm  in its centralized version 
w ere carried out. They prove that the centralized scheme is flexible and tasks 
w hich are usually  perform ed by O N U s could be successfully im plem ented in 
the OLT w ithou t degrad ing  the overall perform ance of the system.
• Two new  algorithm s w ere in troduced to enable efficient su pport of the 
DiffServ architecture in EPONs. The SLA-DBA m ethod is based on the P-DBA 
approach and  the A-DBA scheme tries to exploit the behavior of SBA. The per­
form ance of new  algorithm s proposed w as com pared for different traffic mixes 
and different characteristics of traffic sources. The results of extensive sim ula­
tion experim ents show  that both  algorithm s have good perform ance and that 
it is difficult to point ou t a clear w inner.
Both algorithm s show  sim ilar perform ance in term s of average delays for nor­
m al traffic conditions, w here the total load w as sm aller than the m axim um  
link capacity. The A-DBA algorithm  show ed slightly better perform ance for 
very large loads. In this situation recorded average delays were around 60 ms 
shorter than for SLA-DBA.
In m ore adverse conditions w here the netw ork  w as heavily congested, the al­
gorithm s differ substantially in their perform ance. The perform ance of the 
SLA-DBA algorithm  is strongly dependen t on the chosen SLA param eters. 
For SLA 1 the perform ance of SLA-DBA is significantly better than for SLA- 
DBA and SLA 3. This strong dependence on SLAs can lead som etim es to u n ­
predictable behavior. For specific com binations of traffic mix and SLAs, the 
behavior of SLA-DBA algorithm  can becom e unstable in very congested net­
works. In such a situation the agreed levels of QoS could not be sustained.
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The A-DBA algorithm  proved to give sm all average delays, a lthough the sepa­
ration  in  term s of recorded average delays betw een com pliant and  non-com pliant 
sources in congested netw orks w as som etim es not sufficient. It also proved to 
be m ore stable than SLA-DBA for very heavy loads.
The results of extensive sim ulation experim ents clearly show ed that, w ith  cen­
tralized bandw id th  allocation and  the new  G a te  m essage, a flexible architecture can 
be built w here different algorithm s can be deployed in a transparen t m anner. A nal­
ysis of the proposed algorithm s show ed them  to be resilient to different traffic types 
and to w ork well in situations w here various proportions of high, m edium  and low 
priority  packets are used.
In this chapter only results of sim ulations were show n for Source Set I w hich 
m odelled self-similar and long-range dependen t traffic. This explains sudden  fluc­
tuations from the average trend in presented graphs. Calculating an average from  
m any sim ulations or running  longer sim ulations w ould  help to m inim ize these ef­
fects. O n the other hand  such an approach w ould  lead to unacceptably long exper­
iments. It can be seen that trend lines m easured for Source Sets II and  III presented 
in A ppendixes at the end of the thesis are sm ooth.
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Conclusions
The grow ing dem and for broadband access to the Internet has led to new  interest 
in access schemes based on optical fiber. A m ongst them , the PO N  architecture is 
considered the m ost prom ising from  technological and economic poin t of view. The 
scope of this thesis is focused on EPONs, as this technology has m any advantages 
over its rival solutions. The adoption of the E thernet protocol m akes converging 
access, local and m etropolitan netw orks into one system  possible.
8.1 Contributions
An efficient bandw id th  allocation m ethod is crucial to m axim izing the utilization 
of available resources. The m ain goal of this thesis w as to design a fram ew ork that 
w ould  enable m ore efficient support for the DiffServ parad igm  and enable deploy­
m ent of DiffServ-compatible bandw id th  allocation schemes. U pon analysis of ex­
isting w ork in this area and published standards, a range of contributions has been 
m ade.
8.1.1 Improvements to the MPCP
It has been recognized that the MPCP does not provide enough functionality to im ­
plem ent a centralized allocation scheme w here both  inter and intra-O N U  scheduling 
are perform ed by the OLT. This is a disadvantage as the OLT has up  to date infor­
m ation about the overall netw ork status and resource utilization. M oreover, som e 
bandw id th  allocation m ethods [58-61] rely on centralized allocation. Im plem enting 
these m ethods in netw orks based on the current standard , w ould  result in p ropri­
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etary solutions. Interoperability betw een the O NU and OLTs from  different vendors 
w ould  be problem atic to achieve.
In this dissertation a new  form at of the G a te  m essage is in troduced w hich uncou­
ples the bandw id th  allocation process from  the underly ing infrastructure. Hence, 
equipm ent from diverse sources can coexist in the sam e dom ain. With the new  
form at both  centralized and  d istributed  m ethods can be used in the sam e netw ork 
while backw ards com patibility is m aintained.
8.1.2 Cyclic Polling with Adaptive Cycle Length
Based on the centralized approach a new  schem e called Cyclic Polling w ith  A dap­
tive Cycle Length w as proposed. This new  scheme is a com prom ise betw een IPACT 
[41,50,51] proposed by Kram er et al. and Polling Cycle in troduced by Choi et al. 
in [53]. In the adaptive polling transm ission w indow s are assigned consecutively 
and the total length of the polling cycle can be determ ined after all ONUs were 
serviced. This results in a variable length of the polling cycle and for sm all loads 
average delays experienced by packets in the system  are shorter. At the sam e tim e 
the size of the control channel is variable and  load dependent.
Conversely, in the cyclic polling approach all transm ission w indow s are assigned 
at the beginning of the polling cycle. This m eans that the OLT can determ ine the size 
of the polling cycle.
Com bining these tw o m ethods together gives the OLT an opportunity  to adjust 
the size of the control channel to current conditions. If the volum e of m edium  and 
low priority traffic in the dow nstream  direction is substantially larger than in the 
upstream  direction, there is no need for large control channel. In such situation, the 
OLT can increase the length of the polling cycle. Hence, less bandw id th  is dedicated 
to carry control packets and m ore bandw id th  can be dedicated to the custom ers' 
payload.
Perform ance of the proposed approach w as com pared w ith cyclic polling. M ea­
sured values dem onstrate that the approach proposed in this thesis is m ore efficient.
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8.1.3 Grant Multiplexing Scheme
A G rant M ultiplexing scheme w as in troduced in this dissertation and results of sim ­
ulation experim ents w ere show n. The m ethod im plem ented in netw orks su ppo rt­
ing centralized bandw id th  allocation and  utilizing the new  G a te  m essage allow ed 
to position tim e slots dedicated to QoS sensitive classes at the beginning of the cycle. 
Such approach helps reducing the im pact of variable size of transm ission w indow s 
allocated to m edium  and low priority  traffic on positioning of transm ission w in ­
dow s allocated to privileged traffic. In the result the sm aller jitter w as m easured for 
packets belonging to high priority  classes. The results show  that the im provem ents 
depend on the m ixture of high, m edium  and  low  priority  traffic. N onetheless the 
recorded jitter w as at least ten times shorter w hen com pared w ith  a system  w ithout 
G rant M ultiplexing scheme.
8.1.4 SLA-DBA and A-DBA Algorithms
One of the aim s of this w ork w as to design efficient bandw id th  allocation algorithm s 
that will enable EPONs to su pport the DiffServ architecture. Two new  algorithm s 
w ere in troduced in this dissertation. Their perform ance w as tested for different 
mixes and types of traffic. The results w ere recorded in norm al conditions as well 
as in situations w here netw ork w as heavily congested. The detailed experim ents 
helped in analysis of perform ance of the proposed algorithm s.
The SLA-DBA algorithm  proved to be an efficient solution in norm al conditions 
w hen the total load w as not larger than the link capacity. In heavily congested ne t­
works, the perform ance of the SLA-DBA algorithm  w as highly dependen t on the 
chosen SLA. For SLA 1 the recorded average delays w ere shorter than for any other 
algorithm  and non-com pliant sources received m uch w orse QoS. In case of SLA 3, 
the difference betw een com pliant and non-com pliant sources w as difficult to no­
tice. M oreover, for some particular SLAs and traffic mixes the bandw id th  allocation 
process w as show n to be unstable.
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The A-DBA m ethod w as based on a com pletely different approach. In norm al 
traffic conditions the perform ance of the A-DBA algorithm  w as as good as the per­
form ance m easured for the SLA-DBA algorithm . The experim ents carried out in  the 
presence of heavy traffic show ed that the A-DBA algorithm  w as better in m aintain­
ing agreed levels of QoS.
8.1.5 EPON Simulator
Extensive sim ulation experim ents were carried ou t on a purpose-built EPON sim u­
lator. A lthough not as sophisticated in its architecture as other popu lar sim ulation 
tools, its structure w as tailored to a specific purpose  and high perform ance w as 
achieved. The results p roduced by this sim ulator were validated th rough com pari­
son w ith  the TDMA system. The results show ed good correlation betw een the ou t­
p u t of the sim ulator and the analytical model.
8.2 Future Work
In this dissertation some necessary m odifications to the MPCP w ere outlined w ith ­
out which, the im plem entation of DiffServ aw are EPONs w ould  be hard  to achieve. 
A lthough results of sim ulation experim ents were show n, the ultim ate test w ould 
require im plem enting the proposed algorithm s in real netw ork w ith  realistic traffic. 
G rowing interest in new  broadband access technologies and particularly  in EPONs 
gives hope that access will be possible to a w orking system.
The algorithm s presented in this thesis proved to be efficient and enabled EPONs 
to support classes of traffic w ith  different QoS. It is possible that im proved solutions 
can be found. An approach, w here b andw id th  allocation is based on the actual tim e 
that E thernet frames or packets are spending in the queues, is particularly inter­
esting. Know ing the delays experienced by packets and param eters agreed in the 
SLAs, the OLT w ould vary the size of allocated time slots to satisfy the needs of all 
sources.
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The introduction of PONs w ith  W DM access is another huge area for research. 
In such a netw ork, the OLT will have to m ake decisions not only about allocating 
time slots to ONUs b u t also about choosing an appropriate  w avelength to carry the 
signal. As the complexity of such a system  is m uch higher, the problem s faced by 
the bandw id th  allocation algorithm  are harder to solve.
It is envisaged that EPONs will eventually becom e p a rt of a larger system  and  
ultim ately in a netw ork based on the DiffServ parad igm  it will be possible to guar­
antee bandw id th  from  one end station to another. To realize such a project substan­
tial resources and  the co-operation of m any research, and  industry  bodies w ould  be 
necessary.
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Cyclic Polling with Adaptive Cycle 
Length
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Figure A.1 : The C om parison of Cyclic Polling w ith  A daptive and  C onstant Polling 
Time. Traffic Type 2.
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Figure A.2: The Com parison of Cyclic Polling w ith  A daptive and C onstant Polling 
Time. Traffic Type 3.
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The Results for Grant Multiplexing 
Scheme
Total load [%]
O  TM 2. GM off 
•  TM 2, GM on
(a) adaptive cycle length (b) constant cycle length
Figure B.1: Jitter C om parison. Source Set II.
(a) adaptive cycle length (b) constant cycle length
Figure B.2: Jitter Comparison. Source Set III.
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The SBA and P-DBA Algorithm 
Performance Comparison
C.l Throughput and Cycle Length Comparison
(a) Sources Set I (b) Sources Set II (c) Sources Set III
Figure C.1: T hroughput Com parison. Traffic Mix 1. M axim um  Cycle Length5m s.
(a) Sources Set I (b) Sources Set II (c) Sources Set III
Figure C.2: T hroughput Com parison. Traffic Mix 2. M axim um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
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(a) Sources Set I (b) Sources Set II (c) Sources Set III
Figure C.3: T hroughput C om parison. Traffic Mix 3. M axim um  Cycle L ength 5 ms.
(a) Sources Set I (b) Sources Set II (c) Sources Set III
Figure C.4: Cycle Length Com parison. Traffic Mix 1. M axim um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
(a) Sources Set I (b) Sources Set II (c) Sources Set III
Figure C.5: C y c le  L e n g th  C o m p a r i s o n .  T ra ffic  M ix  2. M a x im u m  C y c le  L e n g th  5 m s .
(a) Sources Set I (b) Sources Set II (c) Sources Set III
Figure C.6: Cycle Length Com parison. Traffic Mix 3. M axim um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
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C.2 Average Delay and Queue Length Comparison
Figure C.7: A lgorithm  Perform ance Com parison. Traffic Mix 1. Source Set I. M axi­
m um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure C.8: A lgorithm  Perform ance Com parison. Traffic Mix 1. Source Set II. Max­
im um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
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ZZP3LS
Figure C.9: A lgorithm  Perform ance C om parison. Traffic Mix 1. Source Set III. M ax­
im um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure C.10: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Traffic Mix 2. Source Set I. Max­
imum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure C.11: A lgorithm  Perform ance C om parison. Traffic Mix 2. Source Set II. M ax­
im um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure C.12: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Traffic Mix 2. Source Set III.
Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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(a) EF (b) AF (c) BE
Figure C.13: A lgorithm  Perform ance Com parison. Traffic Mix 3. Source Set I. M ax­
im um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure C.14: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Traffic Mix 3. Source Set II. Max­
imum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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(a) EF (b) AF (c) BE
Figure C.15: A lgorithm  Perform ance C om parison. Traffic Mix 3. Source Set III. 
M axim um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
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C.3 Performance Comparison in Congested Networks
SBA
P-DBA
(a) EF (b) AF (c) BE
I O N U s sending at the norm al rate II O N Us send ing  at the doubled  rate
Figure C.16: Average Delay Com parison. C ongested N etw ork. Traffic Mix 1.
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Figure C.17: Average delay com parison. Congested N etw ork. Traffic Mix 2.
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I O N U s sending at the norm al rate II ON Us send ing  at the doub led  rate
Figure C.18: Average Delay Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic Mix 3.
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SBA
P-DBA
(a) EF (b) AF (c) BE
I ON Us sending at the norm al rate II O N U s send ing  at the doubled  rate
Figure C.19: Q ueue Length Com parison. C ongested N etw ork. Traffic Mix 1
SBA
P-DBA
(a) EF (b) AF (c) BE
I O N U s sending at the norm al rate II O N U s send ing at the doubled rate
Figure C.20: Queue Length Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic Mix 2.
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I O N U s sending at the norm al rate II O N U s send ing at the doubled  rate
Figure C.21: Q ueue Length C om parison. Congested N etw ork. Traffic Mix 3.
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The Performance of the SP-DBA 
Algorithm
(a) T M 1 (b) TM 2 (c) TM 3
Figure D.1: SP-DBAPerformance Com parison. Source Set I. M axim um  Cycle 
Length 5 ms.
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Figure D.2: SP-DBAPerformance C om parison. Source Set II. M axim um  Cycle 
Length 5 ms.
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Figure D.3: SP-DBAPerformance Comparison. Source Set III. Maximum Cycle
Length 5 ms.
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The Performance of the SLA-DBA 
Algorithm
E.l Throughput and Cycle Length Comparison
(a) Sources Set I (b) Sources Set II (c) Sources Set III
Figure E.1 : T hroughput C om parison. Traffic Mix 1. M axim um  Cycle Length5 ms.
Total toad f%) Total toad (%] Total toad |%]
(a) Sources Set I (b) Sources Set II (c) Sources Set III
Figure E.2: T hroughput Com parison. Traffic Mix 2. M axim um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
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(a) Sources Set I (b) Sources Set II (c) Sources Set III
Figure E.3: T hroughput C om parison. Traffic Mix 3. M axim um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
(a) Sources Set I (b) Sources Set II (c) Sources Set III
Figure E.4: Cycle Length Com parison. Traffic Mix 1. M axim um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
(a) Sources Set I (b) Sources Set II (c) Sources Set III
Figure E.5: Cycle Length Com parison. Traffic Mix 2. M axim um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure E.6: Cycle Length Com parison. Traffic Mix 3. M axim um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
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E.2 Performance in Normal Conditions
Figure E.7: A lgorithm  Perform ance Com parison. Traffic Mix 1. Source Set I. M axi­
m um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure E.8: A lgorithm  Perform ance C om parison. Traffic Mix 1. Source Set II. M axi­
m um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure E.9: A lgorithm  Perform ance C om parison. Traffic Mix 1. Source Set III. M ax­
im um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure E.10: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Traffic Mix 2. Source Set I. Max­
imum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure E.11: A lgorithm  Perform ance C om parison. Traffic Mix 2. Source Set II. M ax­
im um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure E.12: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Traffic Mix 2. Source Set III.
Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure E.13: A lgorithm  Perform ance Com parison. Traffic Mix 3. Source Set I. Max­
im um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure E.14: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Traffic Mix 3. Source Set II. Max­
imum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure E.15: A lgorithm  Perform ance C om parison. Traffic Mix 3. Source Set III. 
M axim um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
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E.3 Performance in Congested Networks
(a) EF (b) AF (c) BE
I O N U s sending at the norm al rate II O N U s send ing at the doubled  rate
Figure E.16: A lgorithm  Perform ance C om parison . C ongested N etw ork. Traffic 
Mix 1. Source Set I. M axim um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
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(a) EF (b) AF (c) BE
I ON Us send ing  at the norm al rate II ON Us sending at the doubled  rate
Figure E.17: A lgorithm  Perform ance C om parison . Congested N etw ork. Traffic 
Mix 2. Source Set I. M axim um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
I O N U s send ing  at the norm al rate II O N U s sending at the doub led  rate
Figure E.18: Algorithm Performance Comparison . Congested Network. Traffic
Mix 3. Source Set I. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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(a) EF (b) AF (c) BE
I O N U s send ing  at the norm al rate II O N U s send ing  at the doubled rate
Figure E.19: A lgorithm  Perform ance C om parison . Congested N etw ork. Traffic 
Mix 1. Source Set II. M axim um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure E.20: Algorithm Performance Comparison . Congested Network. Traffic
Mix 2. Source Set II. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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(a) EF (b) AF (c) BE
I O N U s send ing  a t the norm al rate  II O N U s send ing  a t the doub led  rate
Figure E.21 : A lgorithm  Perform ance C om parison . Congested Netw ork. Traffic 
Mix 3. Source Set II. M axim um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure E.22: Algorithm Performance Comparison . Congested Network. Traffic
Mix 1. Source Set III. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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(a) EF (b) AF (c) BE
I ON Us sending at the norm al rate II O N U s send ing  at the doubled  rate
Figure E.23: A lgorithm  Perform ance C om parison . C ongested N etw ork. Traffic 
Mix 2. Source Set III. M axim um  Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure E.24: Algorithm Performance Comparison . Congested Network. Traffic
Mix 3. Source Set III. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Appendix F 
The Performance of the A-DBA 
Algorithm
F.l Throughput and Cycle Length Comparison
(a) Sources Set I (b) Sources Set II (c) Sources Set III
Figure F.1 : T hroughput com parison. Traffic Mix I. M axim um  cycle length5m s.
(a) Sources Set I (b) Sources Set II (c) Sources Set III
Figure F.2: T hroughput com parison. Traffic Mix II. M axim um  cycle length 5 ms.
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(a) Sources Set I (b) Sources Set II (c) Sources Set III
Figure F.3: T hroughput com parison. Traffic Mix III. M axim um  cycle length 5 ms.
(a) Sources Set I (b) Sources Set II (c) Sources Set III
Figure F.4: Cycle length com parison. Traffic Mix I. M axim um  cycle length 5 ms.
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Figure F.5: Cycle length com parison. Traffic Mix II. M axim um  cycle length 5 ms.
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Figure F.6: Cycle length com parison. Traffic Mix III. M axim um  cycle length 5 ms.
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F.2 Performance under Normal Conditions
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(a) EF (b) AF (c) BE
Figure F.7: A lgorithm s perform ance com parison. Traffic Mix I. Sources Set I. M axi­
m um  cycle length 5 ms.
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Figure F.8: A lgorithm s perform ance com parison. Traffic Mix I. Sources Set II. M ax­
im um  cycle length 5 ms.
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Figure F.9: Algorithm s perform ance com parison. Traffic Mix I. Sources Set III. M ax­
im um  cycle length 5 ms.
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Figure F.10: A lgorithm s perform ance com parison. Traffic Mix II. Sources Set I. M ax­
im um  cycle length 5 ms.
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(a) EF (b) AF (c) BE
Figure F.11: A lgorithm s perform ance com parison. Traffic Mix II. Sources Set EL 
M axim um  cycle length 5 ms.
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Figure F.12: Algorithm s perform ance com parison. Traffic Mix II. Sources Set III. 
M axim um  cycle length 5 ms.
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(a )E F (b) AF (c) BE
Figure F.13: A lgorithm s perform ance com parison. Traffic Mix III. Sources Set I. 
M axim um  cycle length 5 ms.
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Figure F.14: A lgorithm s perform ance com parison. Traffic Mix III. Sources Set II. 
M axim um  cycle length 5 ms.
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(a) EF (b) AF (c) BE
Figure F.15: Algorithms performance comparison. Traffic Mix III. Sources Set III. 
Maximum cycle length 5 ms.
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F.3 Performance in Congested Networks
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I O N Us sending at the norm al rate II O N U s send ing  a t the doubled  rate
Figure F.16: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic 
Mix 1. Source Set I. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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I ON Us sending at the norm al rate II O N U s send ing  at the doubled  rate
Figure F.17: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic 
Mix 2. Source Set I. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure F.18: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic
Mix 3. Source Set I. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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I O N U s sending at the norm al rate II ON Us send ing at the doubled  rate
Figure F.19: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic 
Mix 1. Source Set II. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure F.20: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic
Mix 2. Source Set II. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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I ON Us sending at the norm al rate II O N U s send ing  at the doubled  rate
Figure F.21: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic 
Mix 3. Source Set II. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure F.22: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic
Mix 1. Source Set III. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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(a) EF (b) AF (c) BE
I O N U s send ing  at the norm al rate II O N U s send ing  at the doubled  rate
Figure F.23: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic 
Mix 2. Source Set III. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure F.24: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic
Mix 3. Source Set III. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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SLA-DBA and A-DBA Comparison
G .l Normal Conditions
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Figure G.1: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Normal Conditions. 
Mix 1 . Source Set II. Maximum cycle length 5 ms.
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Figure G.2: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Normal Conditions. Traffic 
Mix 1. Source Set III. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure G.3: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Normal Conditions. Traffic
Mix 2. Source Set I. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure G.4: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Normal Conditions. Traffic 
Mix 2. Source Set II. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure G.5: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Normal Conditions. Traffic
Mix 2. Source Set III. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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(a) EF (b) AF (c) BE
Figure G.6: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Normal Conditions. Traffic 
Mix 3. Source Set I. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure G.7: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Normal Conditions. Traffic
Mix 3. Source Set II. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure G.8: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Normal Conditions. Traffic 
Mix 3. Source Set III. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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_______________________________________________ APPENDIX G. SLA-DBA AND A-DBA COMPARISON
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Figure G.9: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic 
Mix 1. Source Set II. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure G.10: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic 
Mix 1. Source Set III. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure G.11: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic
Mix 2. Source Set I. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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top O N U s send ing at the norm al rate bo ttom  O N U s send ing at the doub led  rate
Figure G.12: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic 
Mix 2. Source Set II. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure G.13: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic
Mix 2. Source Set III. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure G.14: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic 
Mix 3. Source Set I. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure G.15: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic
Mix 3. Source Set II. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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Figure G.16: Algorithm Performance Comparison. Congested Network. Traffic 
Mix 3. Source Set III. Maximum Cycle Length 5 ms.
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